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Abstract
Multi-object spectrometers are extremely useful astronomical instruments that allow simultaneous spec-
tral observations of large numbers of objects. Studies performed with ground-based multi-object spectrome-
ters (MOSs) in the last four decades helped to place unique constraints on cosmology, large scale structure,
galaxy evolution, Galactic structure, and contributed to countless other scientific advances. However, ter-
restrial MOSs use large discrete components for object selection, which, aside from not transferable to
space-based applications, are limited in both minimal slit width and minimal time required accommodate
a change of the locations of objects of interest in the field of view. There is a pressing need in remotely
addressable and fast-re-configurable slit masks, which would allow for a new class of instruments - space-
based MOS. There are Microelectromechanical System (MEMS) - based technologies under development for
use in space-based instrumentation, but currently they are still unreliable, even on the ground. A digital
micromirror device (DMD) is a highly capable, extremely reliable, and remotely re-configurable spatial light
modulator (SLM) that was originally developed by Texas Instruments Incorporated for projection systems.
It is a viable and very promising candidate to serve as slit mask for both terrestrial and space-based MOSs.
This work focused on assessing the suitability of DMDs for use as slit masks in space-based astronomical
MOSs and developing the necessary calibration procedures and algorithms. Radiation testing to the levels
of orbit around the second Lagrangian point (L2) was performed using the accelerated heavy-ion irradiation
approach. The DMDs were found to be extremely reliable in such radiation environment, the devices did
not experience hard failures and there was no permanent damage. Expected single-event upset (SEU) rate
was determined to be about 5.6 micro-mirrors per 24 hours on-orbit for 1-megapixel device. Results of
vibration and mechanical shock testing performed according to the National Aeronautics and Space Admin-
istration (NASA) General Environmental Verification Standard (GEVS) at NASA Goddard Space Flight
Center (GSFC) suggest that commercially available DMDs are mechanically suitable for space-deployment
with a very significant safety margin. Series of tests to assess the performance and the behaviour of DMDs
in cryogenic temperatures (down to 78 K) were also carried out. There were no failures or malfunctions de-
tected in commercially-available devices. An earlier prototype of a terrestrial DMD-based MOS (Rochester
Institute of Technology Multi-Object Spectrometer (RITMOS)) was updated with a newer DMD model,
and the performance of the instrument was evaluated. All the experiments performed strongly suggest that
iii
iv
DMDs are highly reliable and capable devices that are extremely suitable for use as remotely programmable
slit masks in MOS.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Spectroscopy is at the heart of astrophysics because it is usually spectroscopic observations and their inter-
pretation that provide the strongest constraints on the models proposed by astrophysicists. There are many
examples: energy balance, abundance of molecules, atoms, ions, macroscopic or microscopic velocity fields,
states of equilibrium, and so on. Whether the subject of the study is planetary or stellar atmospheres, hot
and dilute interstellar media or cold and dense molecular clouds, energy generation process in galactic nuclei,
the expansion of the universe, or the cosmic background radiation, spectroscopy is almost always the main
diagnostic tool.
For this reason the development of spectrometers to use the available photons to maximum advantage
is a constant priority. Thanks to the progress made in detector development and improvements in coupling
spectrometers and detectors, the instruments available nowadays are close to perfect in the sense that they
attain or exceed the limits of the resolution imposed by the physical conditions in which the radiation is
produced.
But discovery in astronomy is strongly limited, not only by the ability to detect certain wavelengths
or fluxes, or by the sampling resolution, but also by the amount of objects that are included in a study -
the sample size. Many fields in astronomy would benefit from the ability to spectroscopically study large
samples efficiently. Large spectroscopic surveys have already placed unique constraints on cosmology, large
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scale structure, galaxy evolution, and Galactic structure. For instance, The Sloan Digital Sky Survey [1]
and the 2dF red-shift survey [2] both have demonstrated that questions like Cosmological Measurements
from Large Scale Structure, searches for rare objects, and Galactic structure can be solvable if the surveyed
area is large enough. If the spectroscopic capabilities were there, the astronomical society would be able to
not only answer the existing questions more robustly, but it would also open new avenues of investigation.
Moreover, such programs could be accelerated from timelines of decades or years to months. multi-object
spectrometers (MOSs) possess this kind of capability. MOSs operating in the optical or the near infra red
(NIR) bands can enhance the ability to carry out two broad classes of studies - those that need large object
samples for statistical purposes and those that need large areas of sky covered for sampling purposes.
Multi-object spectrometers (MOSs) surveys have also proved to be extremely powerful for studying galaxy
evolution [3], which was demonstrated clearly in the past two decades by MOS surveys, such as DEEP1/2
[4] and the SDSS [5]. MOS galaxy evolution studies are expanding into new paths of discovery. Cryogenic
MOS instruments (Multi Object Spectrometer for Infra Red Exploration (MOSFIRE), Fiber Multi Object
Spectrograph (FMOS), K-band Multi-Object Spectrograph (KMOS), Especrografo Multiobjecto Infra-Rojo
(EMIR), and MIRADAS are starting to fulfill the old aspiration of tracing the rest-frame optical spectrum
of galaxies into the near-infrared (NIR), for galaxies in the red-shift desert 1.4 < z < 2.4, and to reach out
to the epoch of re-ionization [3].
MOSs can provide the necessary data to extract key information in looking for answers to questions like
what is the nature of dark energy and dark mater? what is the physics of inflation? by mapping the large-
scale structure on different red-shift ranges. For this reason MOSs are becoming more and more popular
in the astronomical community and almost every major ground-based telescope has at least one instrument
with MOS capabilities. Table 1.1 lists selected operational and future MOS, concentrating on long-lasting
instruments and ignoring multiple other MOSs that were build for technology demonstration purposes.
There are two main approaches to target selection for MOS. The first one of them is to block the unwanted
background light by introducing a slit mask into the focal plane of the telescope. The purpose of the mask
is to pass only the radiation coming from objects of interests to the spectrometer, and block everything
else. The second option is to plug fibers into locations corresponding to the objects of interest in the focal
plane, and feed the spectrometer with the “useful” radiation through fibers. Masks can be either machined
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in advance (mask plates on Gemini Multi Object Spectrometer (GMOS)), or created in real time by a
mechanism created specifically for that purpose (e.g. moving rods in MOSFIRE). Both of these approaches
have inherent limitations on the minimal slit width. Fiber-based spectrographs are limited by the fiber width,
which is typically on the order of 100 µm, corresponding to about 0.5 ′′_on the sky in the most optimistic
case. Slit-based spectrographs offer much tighter slits in case of the slit masks, but the masks have to be
machined weeks in advance using rather sophisticated techniques (e.g. laser cutting), which results in loss
of flexibility in real-time observations.
Recent advances in Microelectromechanical System (MEMS) technology stimulated growing interest in
the astronomical community to incorporate reflective (DMDs) or transmissive (micro-shutter arrays (MSAs))
MEMS devices into MOS design. This approach greatly enhanced the resolution of such instruments by
reducing the minimal slit width down to 25 mac (0.025 ′′_) [6], which is far beyond seeing - limited resolution,
but can be fully exploited while compensating for the effects of atmospheric turbulence with adaptive optics
(AO). Several DMD-based MOSs have been proposed in the last decade [7, 8, 9] and some of them are
being built. Gemini Multi-Object eXtra-wide-band Spectrograph (GMOX), for instance, could offer angular
resolution of 0.083 ′′_per micromirror at f/16 and 0.04 ′′_per micromirror at f/33, while maintaining constant
field of view of 2048×1080 micromirrors. SOAR Adaptive Module Optical Spectrograph (SAMOS) is another
example of a ground-based DMD-based MOS. It is capable of performing slit spectroscopic studies of crowded
fields like the Magellanic Clouds, globular clusters, the galactic bulge, and galaxy clusters that would be
entirely impractical, if not impossible, with other instruments [8]. Both instruments, GMOX and SAMOS
remove the need for pre-imaging weeks in advance and fully relax the requirements on long- term stability of
the focal plane, while allowing real-time monitoring of the perfect slit alignment during the longest integration
times[8]. With AO, these instruments will enables the adaptation of the slit width (and therefore the spectral
resolution) to the quality of the Point-Spread Function (PSF) across the field of view. Such novel capabilities
will enable one to resolve galaxies through cosmic time and probe the growth and the evolution of galaxies,
which will undoubtedly be beneficial for every field of astronomy.
Besides the enhanced optical abilities, DMD-based MOSs are capable of adapting slit width to both
scene-limited (no AO) and diffraction limited (with AO) conditions. These instruments can also perform
acquisition of spectra of several hundreds of objects simultaneously while monitoring the scene through an
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imaging camera with adjustable spectral bandwidth, which allows for instant re-adjustments in real-time
during observation.
The technology of DMD-based MOS on the ground has been successfully demonstrated by The Rochester
Institute of Technology Multi-Object Spectrometer (RITMOS) [10], InfraRed Multi Object Spectrometer
(IRMOS) [11], and the most recent - ROBIN [12] - a demonstrator for a more powerful DMD-based MOS -
BATMAN, which is in its final stages of construction. The ability of MEMS devices to be remotely controlled
in combination with the extreme reliability of DMDs is incredibly attractive for space-based applications.
The James Webb Space Telescope (JWST) will be the first space-based telescope with true MOS capabilities
thanks to The Near Infrared Spectrometer (NIRSpec) camera, which is an MSA-based MOS. Back in the
early 1990’s DMDs were proposed for JWST in parallel with MSAs, but the latter were picked over DMDs
because of the inability of DMDs, at the time, to achieve the desired contrast ratio [13]. After over two
decades of research at Texas Instruments Incorporated, today’s DMDs’ contrast characteristics have been
significantly improved and therefore space missions conceived in the 2000s, like EUCLID [14], and GESP
[15] were designed with DMD-based MOS.
This work concentrated on evaluating the specific MOS-relevant optical properties of DMDs and the
performance of DMDs under the extreme conditions typically associated with space deployment.
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Table 1.1: MOSs in the last 30 years [3]. The instruments are listed in chronological order by year of first
light, separately for mid-size telescopes (2 to 4 meter) and for large (8 to 10 meter) telescopes. The selection
of instruments is incomplete and subjective. The focus here was on long-lived, facility instruments or these
who have such potential, while instruments whose main value was technology demonstration were left aside.
digital micromirror device (DMD)-based MOSs were added at the end for comparison.
Instrument Telescope Ap.[m] Band [µm] Multiplex Res. power slit/fiber First light
2 to 4 m class
RGOS AAT 3.5 0.31-1.1 64 fibers 850-12000 1.7′′ 1987
LDSS AAT 3.5 0.37-0.75 slits 400 1′′ 1986
MOS-SIS CFHT 3.6 0.45-1 slits 1000 1′′ 1992
AF2 WHT 4.2 0.38-0.95 150 fibers 100-9500 1.6′′ 1994
2dF AAT 3.5 0.37-0.9 450 fibers 500-2000 2.1′′ 1997
SDSS SDSS 2.5 0.38-0.92 1000 fibers 2000 3′′ 1998
DOLORES TNG 3.5 0.3-1.1 masks 600-6000 0.7′′-5′′ 2000
LIRIS WHT 4.2 0.8-2.5 masks 700; 2500 0.65′′-10′′ 2002
LAMOST -||- 4.0 0.37-0.9 4000 fibers 1800 3.3′′ 2011
HERMES AAT 305 0.47-0.79 400 fibers 28000-45000 1.8′′ 2013
WEAVE WHT 4.2 0.366-0.96 1000 fibers 5000-20000 5′′ 2017
DESI Mayall 4.0 0.36-0.98 4000 fibers 2000 4′′ 2020
4MOST VISTA 3.5 0.39-0.93 800 or 2400 fib. 5000; 20000 1.35′′ 2021
10 m class
LRIS Keck 10.0 0.32-1 mask plate 300-500 0.7′′ 1993
FORS2 VLT 8.0 0.33-1.1 config. mask(9) 260-1600 0.3′′-2.5′′ 1999
DEIMOS Keck 10.0 0.41-1.1 mask plate 6000 0.5′′×16.3’ 2002
VIMOS VLT 8.0 0.36-1 mask plate 200-2500 0.33′′, 0.67′′ 2002
GMOS Gemini 8.0 0.4-0.8 mask plate 600-4000 0.5′′ 2003
Hectospec MMT 6.5 0.35-1 300 fibers 500-3000 1.5′′ 2004
MOIRCS Subaru 8.0 0.9-2.5 masks 1300; 3000 0.5′′ 2007
LUCI LBT 8.0 0.89-2.44 masks 4000 0.25′′ 2008
FMOS Subaru 8.0 0.9-1.8 fibers 500; 2200 1.2′′ 2009
MOSFIRE Keck 10.0 0.97-2.41 config. mask(46) 3500 0.7′′ 2012
KMOS VLT 8.0 0.779-2.44 24 slicers 4000 2.8′′ 2014
OSIRIS GTC 10.4 0.365-1.05 mask plate 1000 0.5′′×81′′ 2014
VIRUS HET 9.1 0.475-0.56 400 fibers 850 4.4′′ 2015
EMIR GTC 10.4 0.9-2.5 config.mask 4000 7′′×0.4′′-1′′ 2016
MEGARA GTC 10.4 0.36-0.89 fibers 6000-19000 0.62′′ 2017
MIRADAS GTC 10.4 1.04-2.5 20 slicers 20000 3.7′′×4′′ 2019
PFS Subaru 8.0 0.38-1.3 2400 fibers 2300-4000 1.1′′ 2019
MOONS VLT 8.0 0.64-1.8 fibers 4000-20000 1.05′′ 2020
DMD-based
RITMOS Mees 0.6 0.39-0.49 848×600 mirr 6260 0.775′′ 2004
IRMOS Kitt Peak 4 & 2.1 0.8-2.5 848×600 mirr 300-3000 0.2′′ 2006
GMOX Gemini 8 0.35-2.45 2048×1080 mirr 3800; 4500 0.083′′; 0.04′′ —
SAMOS SOAR 4.1 0.35-0.95 2048×1080 mirr 2000 0.167′′ —
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Chapter 2
Background
Views of clear sky at night can be outside the city can be incredibly stunning. The infinite amount of
stars that can be seen even by naked eye makes one feel very little. While looking at the sky at night, it
is also human nature to wonder about the big purpose of life and the existence of the universe. This very
question - how did our universe come to be has been on the mind of the pioneers of natural science - the
astronomers. The common phenomenas of dawn, sunrise, sunset, dusk, and night were probably the first
ones to be noticed by the ancient scientists. The varying darkness of the moon, times of rising and setting,
and apparent periodic changes in the body shape were probably noticed next and used to measure “moons"
or months.
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2.1 Brief historical overview of spectroscopy in astronomy
Although astronomers looked at the sky days and nights for hundreds and thousands of years it was not
until the year of 1666 [16], when the possibility of breaking sunlight into different colors was discovered.
Sir Isaak Newton is the one to thank for unveiling this nowadays widely known property of light, which he
called "differently refrangible rays" [17]. In this same article, published in 1667, Newton recognized one of
limitations of refractive optics - the one we now call “chromatic aberration”, and suggested to use mirrors
for astronomical telescopes, “... provided a reflecting substance could be found, which would polish as finely
as glass and reflect as much light as glass transmits, and the art of communicating to it a parabolic figure
be also attained. ...” [17]. By that very paper Newton not only started a new era for astronomy but also
established a new science field- spectroscopy.
Oddly enough, no one thought of improving Newton’s technique for 150 years [16] - only in 1802 an
English chemist William Hyde Wollaston used a one-twentieth inch wide slit instead of a circular entrance
aperture to observe a continuous sunlight spectrum being broken in to uneven parts by seven dark lines
parallel to the slit. He regarded the dark lines as the natural boundaries between the colors [18]. Somewhat
15 years later Joseph von Fraunhofer researched these lines more closely [19]; he looked for a way to resolve
the spectrum in more detail and used a telescope in combination with a dispersive element - a prism. It was
essentially a spectroscope. From this point the science started to progress exponentially thank to Fraunhofer,
who discovered that it was in fact not seven but over 500 darker or in some cases completely black lines
crossing the spectrum of the sunlight (Figure 2.1). He was very interested by this phenomena, so he kept
investigating it. To further improve his measurements Fraunhofer developed the diffraction grating, earlier
versions of which he made by winding wire around a frame. These grating allowed to measure the positions
of these dark lines more accurately because they gave the spectrum more uniform scale. Fraunhofer marked
the most prominent (dark) lines with capital letters alphabetically, starting from the red end. This system
is still in use today. It can therefore be said that Fraunhofer is the father of spectroscopy. He developed the
spectroscope to the stage where it can serve as a scientific tool to view and measure spectra.
In 1859 Robert Bunsen and Gustav Kirchhoff solved the “problem” of dark lines, for the first time made
a connection between the dark lines and chemical elements [20]. Their publication made the scientific
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Figure 2.1: A German stamp featuring the Fraunhofer spectrum. Courtesy of National Aeronautics and
Space Administration (NASA).
community at the time aware the the spectroscope can be a very powerful tool to a very large number of
fields, including astronomy. An English astronomer William Huggins was among the first astronomers who
were inspired by the discovery of absorption lines and wanted to apply this to his research. He designed and
built prism spectrometers, and even invented a technique of referencing the spectrum with an electric spark.
He was also the inventor of the reflection slit for improved guidance of a telescope to a target [21].
In 1868 Andreas Jonas Angstrom used a grating spectroscope to map the solar spectrum with greater
accuracy than ever before. He mapped over thousand of lines and recorded their positions in 10−10 m,
which is now known as Angstrom (Å). The next big step in development of spectroscopy was done by Henry
Rowland, who developed a method and a tool for production of high quality ruled gratings [22]; he was also
the inventor of the concave grating [23]. Rowland was among the first people who realized that photography
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could be used for documentation of spectra. He combined hi inventions with photography to produce the
“Photographic Map of the Solar Spectrum” [24], which was used as a standard everywhere in the world for
many years [25].
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2.2 Modern astronomical spectroscopy
Essentially this is still the state of astronomical spectroscopy nowadays, more than 100 years later. Today we
use a telescope to collect the radiation coming from the object of interest, then either a grating or a prism,
or a combination of both to disperse it into wavelengths, and an imaging sensor to document the result for
further analysis and storage (Figure 2.2).
Figure 2.2: Principal layout of a spectroscope. A slit is positioned on the focal plane of a telescope, blocking
the light coming from anywhere else but the object of interest. This light is then being collimated, dispersed
by a grating, and re-imaged into an imaging sensor.
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2.3 Multi object spectrometers
The spectroscopes setup presented in the Figure 2.2 allows for observation of one single object at a time
through one slit. There is a possibility to include several or more objects in one single acquisition; such
instruments are called multi-object spectrometers (MOSs). Currently there are three main technologies for
ground-based astronomical MOSs: optical fibers (e.g. Hydra [26]), slit plates (e.g. Gemini Multi Object
Spectrometer (GMOS) [27, 28]), and moving bars (Multi Object Spectrometer for Infra Red Exploration
(MOSFIRE) [29, 30]). Hydra is essentially a robot that moves around the focal plane of a telescope and
plugs optical fibers into locations in the image, corresponding to objects of interest (Figure 2.3). The fibers
transfer the light to the spectrometer. The disadvantages of this technology, utilized, for instance, by the
Subaru telescope [31] and by the WIYN observatory [32], are inherent complexity, low throughput (about
0.1-0.2), limitation to the minimal slit width, and the time of re-positioning of optical fibers (on the order
of one hour). The second technology, slit masks (Figure 2.4), has been adopted by both Gemini telescopes
[33]. This technology requires capturing the image of the observation field and then machining a mask with
rectangular holes (slits) in the locations on the focal plane corresponding to objects of interest. The purpose
of this mask is to pass only the light from the objects of interest and nothing else. Masks must be produced
weeks in advance with extreme precision. And finally the MOSFIRE is adopted by the Keck observatory
[30] and utilizes an array of opposable bars that move from both sides of the focal plane (Figure 2.5).
Each complementary pair of bars forms a slit. These technologies work great for terrestrial applications,
but would be very challenging if not impossible to implement in a space-based instrument. Fiber-based
MOS are typically very heavy and include a lot moving parts that implement complicated algorithms as
the fibers they are moving are not allowed to cross each others paths. This is highly undesirable for a
space-based instrument due to extremely high launching costs and inability to provide direct maintenance
on orbit. Having a space-based slit plate instrument would include either having an extremely small number
of slit patterns (possibly just one), or solving the problem of delivering freshly made-to-order slit masks to
the instrument on orbit. Moving bars, similar to robotic arms moving fibers, is extremely hard to implement
for a space-based instrument. A compact, highly reliable, and remotely re-configurable slit mask is desirable
for a space-based instrument with MOS capability. Using a Microelectromechanical System (MEMS)-based
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device as a slit mask could be the solution.
Figure 2.3: Hydra fiber positioner on the WIYN telescope. http://www2.lowell.edu/users/massey/
WIYN/
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Figure 2.4: GMOS slit plates.
Figure 2.5: MOSFIRE slit mask. Left : re-configurable slits created by side movement of opposable bars,
showing a mask configuration. Right : a close-up showing the slits. https://www2.keck.hawaii.edu/
realpublic/inst/newsletters/Vol10/index.html
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2.4 Digital micromirror devices
It is commonly accepted that the field of MEMSs was conceptualized by Dr. Richard Feynman at a lecture
titled “There’s plenty of room at the bottom”, given to the American Physical Society in Pasadena in
December 1959 [34]. He talked about things like scaling of physical phenomena as the size is reduced,
miniaturizing computers, and use of small machines.
The first MEMS devices were strain gauges (1958) and pressure sensors (1961), but the advancement of
MEMSs was slowed by the lack of proper fabrication techniques, that caught up to the field only in 1983,
when Howe and Miller [35] introduced a scheme for micro-machining. Later the this technique was further
developed into a technology for fabrication of Integrated Microelectromechanical Systems (IMEMSs). One
of the first companies to develop their own IMEMSs technology was Texas Instruments Incorporated, who
used it to produce large arrays of micromirrors - digital micromirror devices (DMDs).
This chapter provides background on DMDs - their description, layout, operation principle, and areas of
applications.
2.4.1 DMDs description
A DMD is a rectangular array of squared aluminum alloy micromirrors that can tilt around their diagonals.
These micromirrors are individually controlled and capable of switching between two stable states - ±12◦
angle from the micromirror normal to normal to the surface of the device. DMDs were invented by Larry
Hornbeck in 1984 and patented by TI [36] to use in projection systems (Figure 2.6). Essentially, a DMD
is a binary spatial light modulator (SLM). If one positions a powerful light source at -24◦ from the normal
to the surface of a DMD and set the micromirrors into the -12◦ position (often referred to as the on state
state), the micromirrors would specularly reflect the light into normal to the devices’ surface direction. A
projection lens put in from of the DMD would then form a larger image of the device’s surface onto a screen,
and the on state pixels would appear bright on the screen. The pixels set into the +12◦ position (also called
the off state state) would then reflect the light away from the pupil of the lens into a light trap and appear
as dark on a screen. This is the principal operation of a digital projector and this the the base for the Digital
Light Processing (DLP™) technology by TI.
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Figure 2.6: Schematics of a DMD-based projector with two pixels. The projection lens re-images the DMD
pixels onto a screen. If a pixel is turned towards the lamp (in the on state state), the light from the lamp is
reflected into the field of view of the projection lens and a bright image of a pixel is formed on a screen. A
pixel turned away from the lamp (in the off state state) reflects the light from the lamp away from the field
of view of the projection lens (typically, into a light absorber to reduce scattering) and appear a dark pixel
on the screen. (http://www.soundandvision.com/images/archivesart/704dlp.4.jpg)
The switching of micromirrors between two states provides two states of a pixel on the screen - on state
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and off state, or digital 1 and 0. By switching the DMD micromirrors at kilohertz (kHz) rates, an optical
bitstream is created and pixels on the screen are perceived by the eye as analog light. This technique for
creating grayscale images is called pulse-width modulation (PWM) [37, 38]. Color can be added by several
methods. For compact projectors, a single DMD is used in conjunction with a high-intensity light source
and rapidly spinning color filter wheel. For large-venue and digital cinema applications, three DMDs chips
are used with color-splitting prisms. Another way to add color is by using solid-state lighting systems such
as light emitting diodes (LEDs) or lasers.
There are several standards for the size and the spacing of the micromirrors in DMDs. Micromirror
pitch (Figure 2.7) can be 5.4, 7.6, 10.8, or 13.68 µm [39], while the size of the micromirrors themselves is
slightly smaller to allow room for rotation (switching between positions) without running into the neighboring
micromirrors. The sizes of the arrays themselves also differ depending on the application, the smallest
available DMD has 608×684 micromirrors for the visible spectrum (420-700 nm) and 854×480 micromirrors
for the near infra red (NIR) and short wave infrared SWIR (700-2500 nm), and the largest array available
on the TI website consists of an array of 2560×1600 micromirrors [39].
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Figure 2.7: A TI DMD (left) and a magnified view of the DMD pixels under an optical microscope (right).
The magnification is 100×. Micromirror size, micromirror pitch and the via are marked.
2.4.2 DMD layout and operation
Each micromirror is supported mechanically by two torsion hinges (Figure 2.8) that are attached to the
micromirror in the center, creating a small non-reflective area (via) (Figure 2.8 and Figure 2.9). There
is an air gap underneath the micromirror to allow room for rotation. Mechanical stops (spring tips or
landing tips) are placed symmetrically underneath the micromirror to limit the angle of rotation to exactly
±12◦. The direction of this rotation of a DMD micromirror is controlled by electrostatic forces between the
micromirror and two electrodes (yoke address electrodes), symmetrically placed on both sides of the rotation
axis and connected to complementary sides of the static random access memory (SRAM) cell underneath
each micromirror (Figure 2.8). The voltage on the address electrodes is (+5 V, 0) for the on state state and
(0, +5 V) for the off state state. Once the desired state of each SRAM cell is set, a bias voltage (typically
+26 V) is applied to the mirror address electrodes, creating electrostatic attraction forces between the yoke
electrodes and the micromirror electrode, causing the micromirror to rapidly switch into either on state or off
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state position, depending on the state of the SRAM cell. While the micromirrors are latched in position, the
underlying SRAM cells are updated with new state information, which dictates whether the corresponding
micromirror will be on state or off state during the next cycle. Once the cells are updated, a short reset
pulse is applied to the micromirrors, creating a momentarily strong electrostatic attraction between the
micromirror and its nearest address electrode. The landing tips are compressed during the reset pulse and
store elastic energy, the amount depending on the voltage drop between the mirror and the nearest address
electrode. For crossover mirrors the voltage drop is greater than for the stay mirrors so crossover mirrors
store more elastic energy in their spring tips, than the stay mirrors. Therefore once the reset pulse has ended
and the elastic energy is released, the crossover mirrors accelerate faster than do the stay mirrors. When
the bias voltage is reapplied to the mirrors a short time after, the slower moving stay mirrors are recaptured
by the electrostatic field and remain latched in their previous state, Meanwhile the crossover mirrors have
rotated to the opposite rotational state, where they are attracted to that electrode and latched. Once both
crossover and stay micromirrors are latched, the SRAM cells can once again be updated for the next cycle.
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Figure 2.8: An exploded view of a DMD pixel with different metal layers. The metal-3 (M3) layer is the
complementary metal-oxide semiconductor (CMOS) level. The yoke and hinge level is referred to as M4,
and M5 is the mirror level.(http://www.mouser.com/applications/mems-overview/ ).
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Figure 2.9: Images acquired by Chipworks [40]. The top left A close view of the under-mirror layer shows
the torsion hinge oriented diagonally, with the hinge support plates at the top right and lower left corners
of the pixel, connected to the bias reset layer underneath. This bias reset layer is connected to adjacent
pixels at the left- and right-hand edges of the pixel, allowing to apply bias voltage to the row of mirrors.
The mirror address electrodes are on either side of the hinge, also connected to this layer Top right : The
yoke and hinge layer and the mirror layer , and the bias reset bus layer are coated with a thin oxide. This
"black oxide" is helping to reduce the unwanted scattering from inside the gaps between the micromirrors
and the via. Bottom left : a cross-section of the DMD pixel structure, showing the CMOS levels - the thin
(70 nm) torsion layer, and the mirror. The torsion metal is an Al/Ti alloy. Bottom right : a cross-section of
a single micromirror with the underlying SRAM cell. Bottom right ; a close-up of the contact point between
a micromirror and a hinge (the via).
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2.4.3 Areas of application of DMDs
As mentioned in section 2.4.1, DMDs are binary amplitude SLMs. First DMD-based projecting systems
became commercially available in 1996[41]). This technology quickly gained popularity due to it’s relative
inexpensiveness and extremely high reliability. By the year 2002 more than 1.5 million DMD-based projectors
have been supplied to customers[41]. As the technology developed and matured, TI experienced a lot of
requests for DMDs from communities that have nothing to do with projection system market. Quickly
realizing that this could further increase the company revenues by expending the application area of DMDs
far beyond projectors, TI developed a new line of products, much better suited for system developers. This
product family utilized the 0.7′′ diagonal eXtended Graphic Array (XGA) DMD and was trademarked as
DMD Discovery™. The 0.7′′ diagonal XGA devices consist of an array of 1024×768 square micromirrors,
the micromirror pitch is 13.68 µm, micromirror size is 13 µm, and the side length of the via is about 1 µm
(Figure 2.7). This new product line of DMDs provided greater flexibility for developers who were interested
in projecting or otherwise using binary patterns, and did not desire to produce images varying in intensity.
This new capability supplied a lot of additional research opportunities in a wide variety of scientific fields.
The first application to arise after the display systems was digital photofinishing. The film-based mini-
labs allowed photographic prints made directly from digital files, while also expending the capabilities of the
print systems to panoramic formats, higher print resolution and bit depth[41]. In 1999 a DMD-based photo
printing lab was demonstrated a printing rate of 10000/hour of 4′′×6′′ photographs.
Another interesting application of DMDs is volumetric displays[42]. A DMD is used to create 3-
dimensional images that appear to float in space without using additional equipment like anaglip glasses
or similar. Here the DMDs contributed to producing more realistic viewing experience by allowing multiple
observers to look around foreground objects to reveal details in the background - with corresponding per-
spective for each observer[42]. DMDs also allowed higher resolution, higher speed image projection, higher
contrast, and compacter design of volumetric display engines[43].
Lithography is yet another field where significant progress was achieved by introducing DMDs to it. This
field utilizes processes based on exposure of resin to ultraviolet light. Some systems use laser scanning to
expose the resin point by point, which is time consuming. Other type of systems use film or photomask
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to expose the resin to the whole pattern an once[41]. This industry benefited from the ability to generate
exposure masks directly from a digital file using a DMD.
3D Printing also benefited from the introduction of DMDs. Similar to lithography, photo-lithographic
3D-printers utilize DMDs to project patterns onto a resin, curing it layer by layer[44]. Thank to DMDs,
print resolution of 10 µm over print area exceeding 5 cm2 was achieved[45].
Spectroscopy is the field that arguably benefited the most from the introduction of DMDs. To my
knowledge, Wagner published the first work on a DMD-based spectral system in 1995[46]. In this article
Wagner described a spectrometer where a combination of a DMD and a photomultiplier tube (PMT) replaces
a significantly more expensive, slower in readout, and cooling-required linear photo-diode array. The light
from the sample was dispersed onto the DMD by a grating and the light reflecting off the DMD was focused
onto the PMT, while wavelength selection was done by tilting the corresponding DMD micromirror columns
towards the PMT. Besides reduced costs, this approach also offered faster spectrum acquisition and the
ability to (repeatedly) acquire only the part of spectrum that is of interest, which could further reduce the
time of the acquisition.
Following this trend, TI developed spectrometer evaluation modules that utilize this combination of PMTs
and DMDs. As a result, a spectrometer with wavelength range from 1350 - 2490 nm and spectral resolution
of 12 nm is now commercially available for around $5000[47]. In this module, the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)
was boosted by several orders of magnitude using multiplexing - separation of the incident radiation into
various combinations of bundles of rays corresponding to different wavelengths. Although there are multiple
multiplexing techniques available, multiplexing using masks derived from discrete Hadamard transform[48]
is the most useful for the case of DMDs because a DMD can act as an encoding mask.
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2.4.4 DMD-based spectroscopy using Hadamard matrices
The idea of increasing SNR through multiplexing belongs to Yates, who first suggested to reduce the variance
of the outcome of of complex experiments by evaluating the results in random groups instead of one by
one[49]. That led to the concept now known as “weighted designs”.
Suppose there is a small spectrometer that uses a diffraction grating to disperse the incoming light into
four colors. The colors are re-imaged onto a DMD, and each color lands onto a separate location on the
device. Now the DMD can be used as a color filter - the columns corresponding to a certain color can be
tilted towards the detector and the intensity of signal is measured, but the sensor produces a measurement-
independent error e. Suppose the error has the expected value E{e} = 0, and the variance E{e2} = σ2.
Tilting the columns corresponding to each color individually, and measuring the corresponding signal on the
detector will give:
η1 = ψ̃1 = ψ1 + e1,
η2 = ψ̃2 = ψ2 + e2,
η3 = ψ̃3 = ψ3 + e3,
η4 = ψ̃4 = ψ4 + e4.
ηi is the measurement result, and ψ̃ is the estimate of the true weight ψi. The variance (noise) of the
estimation in this case is:
E{(ψ̃i − ψi)2} = σ2. (2.1)




1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1

× ~ψ + ~e
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Now a different strategy is pursued, assuming that both on state and off state of the DMD can be utilized.
The colors are grouped for measurement in the following way:
η1 = ψ1 + ψ2 + ψ3 + ψ4 + e1,
η2 = ψ1 − ψ2 + ψ3 − ψ4 + e2,
η3 = ψ1 + ψ2 − ψ3 − ψ4 + e3,
η4 = ψ1 − ψ2 − ψ3 + ψ4 + e4.
In the first measurement all mirrors are tilted into the on state. In the second, colors 1 and 3 are in the on
state, and the colors 2 and 4 are in the off state, and so on. this assumes, of course, that both signals - from
the on state and the off state are collected, either by having two sensors, or by doing two exposures. The





(η1 + η2 + η3 + η4) = ψ1 +
1
4





(η1 − η2 − η3 + η4) = ψ4 +
1
4
(e1 − e2 − e3 + e4)
The variance in this case is




and the SNR is improved by the squared root of the number of measurements - in this case by two. This
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1 1 1 1
1 −1 1 −1
1 1 −1 −1
1 −1 −1 1

× ~ψ + ~e
The last acquisition strategy to consider is one where only the on state of the DMD mirrors is in use, and
the colors are combined in the following way:
η1 = ψ2 + ψ3 + ψ4 + e1,
η2 = ψ1 + ψ2 + e2,
η3 = ψ1 + ψ3 + e3,
η4 = ψ1 + ψ4 + e4.




0 1 1 1
1 1 0 0
1 0 1 0
1 0 0 1

× ~ψ + ~e
The estimates could in this case be calculated in the similar way - by solving the appropriate equations. The
variances are:








In this case the improvement in variance is smaller, but still significant.
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I hope it is becoming clear at this point that the first measurement strategy is equivalent to having a
slit and scanning through the wavelengths, and the other two strategies involve optical multiplexing (i.e.
measuring several intensities simultaneously). Each row of the matrix in each of these approaches describes
what colors are present in a single exposure, and can be looked at as mask configuration.
It has been mathematically proven that Hadamard matrices[48] are the most optimal choice of masks
for the case when the signal from both on state and off state mirrors is available[50, pp 12-14]. For the the
case when just the signal from the on state is accessible, S-matrices are the best masks[50, pp.12-14].
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2.5 Terrestrial and space-based DMD-based MOS
The possibility of having a device that enables randomly addressable and remotely re-programmable slits is
very attractive to the astronomical community because such a device can be placed in the focal plane of a
telescope, blocking the light coming from the background and passing the light coming from multiple objects
of interests through the slits to the spectrometer and therefore unlock MOS capabilities. The possibility of
programming the DMD to switch between different combinations of on state and off state pixels in a timely
manner makes it such a device and therefore DMDs could be extremely useful for astronomical MOS [13].
A new pattern can be uploaded onto a DMD in seconds, which provides availability to make rapid and not
planned observations.
In the early stages of planning the James Webb Space Telescope (JWST) mission in the late 90s, both
transmissive (micro-shutters) and reflective (DMDs) MEMS devices were investigated by NASA for possible
use as programmable masks in space-based MOS [13]. Both technologies reached the Pre-Phase A study
level, but the micro shutters were picked over DMDs due to the later inability to achieve the desired contrast
ratio at the time [13]. Since the 1990’s TI made significant progress improving optical qualities of DMDs
and today’s devices have larger micromirror tilt angle, smaller via, reflectance-enhanced micromirror surface
coating, and more pixels.
A typical layout of a DMD-based MOS (Figure 2.10) includes two arms - the imaging arm and the
spectral arm. The DMD is placed at the focal plane of a telescope in such a way that the light from the
telescope reaches the DMD at normal incidence. By tilting the micromirrors into one of the two operating
positions - towards the imaging arm one can obtain an image of the focal plane of the telescope on an
imaging sensor. Then micromirrors corresponding to the objects of interest in the image can be tilted into
the second operational position - towards the spectral arm. This way spectra of multiple objects of interest
can be obtained in a single measurement.
Studies using DMDs MOSs in the last two decades were very successful [9, 52, 53, 54, 55, 56]. DMD-based
MOS have already been built and tested: RITMOS [56, 10], InfraRed Multi Object Spectrometer (IRMOS)
[57, 58, 59], and the most recent - BATMAN [53, 9]. All of this strongly suggests that DMDs represent a
very promising technology for astronomy and remote sensing [60, 61].
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Figure 2.10: Schematics of a DMD-based MOS such as found in Rochester Institute of Technology Multi-
Object Spectrometer (RITMOS) [10]. The DMD sits in teh focal plane of a telescope and an 2-mirror
Offner imaging relay [51] creates an image of the surface of the DMD onto the imaging camera. If all the
micromirrors are pointing towards the imaging arm (in the off state state), a bright image of the field of view
of the telescope is formed on the imaging detector. If now the micromirrors corresponding to the locations
of interest in the field of view are turned towards the spectral arm (into the on state state), the light only
from these locations in the field goes through the 3-mirror collimator, and a transmissive diffraction grating
disperses it into spectra, which are re-imaged onto another imaging sensor by spectral imager. This way
spectra of multiple objects can be obtained simultaneously.
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Chapter 3
Radiation Testing
This chapter describes testing of 0.7′ eXtended Graphic Array (XGA) digital micromirror devices (DMDs)
using heavy-ion irradiation under the accelerated approach. The experiment was performed in Texas A&M
University (TAMU) Cyclotron. The results show that the affects of radiation on DMDs in orbit are negligible.
Based on the results the predicted micromirror single-event upset (SEU) rate on orbit is calculated to be 5.6
micromirrors per 24 hours for these 1024×768 micromirror devices.
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3.1 Background
Space environment is differ from the surface of the earth in many ways, one of them being the presence
of radiation. The contents of radiation in space are extremely complex and the full description of them is
outside the scope of this work; it is provided in many different sources, for instance, by Pisacane [62] in 2008.
There are 3 main effects of radiation on electronic devices in space:
• Total ionization dose (TID) - a cumulative long-term degradation when exposed to ionizing radiation
due to charge trapped in device oxides
• Displacement Damage Dose (DDD) - degradation from nonionizing energy loss due to the damage to
semiconductor (displacement damage)
• Single-event effects (SEEs) - individual events which occur when a single incident ionizing particle
(typically proton or heavy ion) deposits enough energy to cause an effect in a device
SEEs contain several types of errors:
• single-event upset (SEU) is a change of state or transient induced by an ionizing particle such as a
cosmic ray or proton in a device. This may occur in digital, analog, and optical components or may
have effects in surrounding circuitry. These are "soft" bit errors in that a reset or rewriting of the
device causes normal behavior thereafter.
• Single Event Functional Interrupt (SHE) is a condition where the device stops normal functions, and
usually requires a power reset to resume normal operations. It is a special case of SEU changing an
internal control signal.
• Single Event Latchup (SEL) is a potentially destructive condition involving parasitic circuit elements.
In traditional SEL, the device current may exceed device maximum specification and destroy the device
if not current limited. A “microlatch" is a subset of SEL where the device current remains below the
maximum specified for the device. A removal of power to the device is required in all non-catastrophic
SEL conditions in order to recover device operations.
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• Single Event Burnout (SEB) is a highly localized burnout of the drain-source in power MOSFETs.
SEB is a destructive condition.
• Single Event Gate Rupture (SEGR) is the burnout of a gate insulator in a power MOSFET. SEGR is
a destructive condition.
• Single Hard Error (SHE) is an SEE which causes a permanent change to the operation of a device.
An example is a permanent stuck bit in the memory of a device, which for digital micromirror devices
(DMDs) means a micromirror stuck in a permanent position.
The amount of energy transferred to the device per unit length as an ionizing particle (for instance, a proton







For Microelectromechanical System (MEMS) devices under radiation in space the main failure mode is
the accumulation of charge in dielectric layers, which first causes a change in the calibration of the device
(essentially by applying a quasi-constant electrostatic force), and ultimately can lead to complete failure [63].
For DMDs specifically, failure is coused by an ionizing particles changing the state of the static random access
memory (SRAM) cells under the micromirrors before the reset pulse (Chapter 2.4) is applied, which leads
to a false position of the corresponding micromirror. Cross-section of a DMD micromirror with color-coded
locations for possible trapped charge is presented in Figure 3.1. Since that kind of error can be corrected by
a soft reset (sending a new pattern to the device), it can be classified as an SEU.
Radiation testing is necessary for DMDs as a part of a space-based instrument to assess the affects of
radiation, and calculate the expected SEU rate on orbit. Keneth Fourspring tested the performance of
DMDs under radiation using protons in Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL) under accelerated
approach [64, 65] in 2013. There were no SELs, SEEs, SEFIs or any kind of permanent damage detected
during this experiment; there were also no hard resets or power cycles required. The only SEEs detected
were SEUs and quantative analysis of the results suggested that the proton fluxes in an orbit comparable to
the second Lagrangian point (L2, interplanetary space) will not significantly affect the performance of DMD.
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The purpose of this heavy ion irradiation experiment was to characterize the performance (determine the
presence and the types of SEEs) in DMDs under radiation, and access the specific heavy-ion induced SEU
bargain on a DMD as a part of a multi-object spectrometer (MOS) in interplanetary space.
Figure 3.1: Cross-section of a DMD micromirror colored-coded by possible location for trapped charge from
most probable (green) to least probable (red). Reprinted from [64].
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3.2 The facility
The heavy ion radiation testing experiment was conducted at the Cyclotron Institute of the Texas A&M
University (TAMU) [66]. There are three beam types available at this facility: 15 MeV/amu, 25 MeV/amu,
and 40 MeV/amu, while for this experiment the 25 MeV/amu beam was used.
The experiment was conducted in two parts: the first part was performed on August 11th 2015, 20:00 to
August 12 2015, 04:00 local time with three different ions: argon (Ar), krypton (Kr), and xenon (Xe). The
second part of the experiment took place on April 17th 2016, 08:00 to 20:00 local time, and the ions used
for this time were neon (Ne) and argon (Ar).
To increase the LET range two orientations were used: 0◦ and 45◦ between the normal to the surface of
the device and the heavy ion beam. During the second part of the experiment a degrader foil was also used
at both orientations to further increase the ions LETs. A degrader foil system at TAMU Cyclotron Institute
allows to set the desired beam LET value without changing the beam ion or the incident angle at the target.
The full range of LETs for these ions under different test configurations can be found in Table 3.1.
Table 3.1: Summary of ions and their corresponding LET, angles of incidence, and beam degradation.
Ion no degrader degrader in
LET0 LET45 LET0 LET45
Ne 1.8 2.6 3.5 4.7
Ar 5.9 8.1 10 13
Kr 21.2 29.9 - -
Xe 41.7 59.2 - -
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3.3 Test setup
The evaluation of the performance of the DMD under radiation was done by switching all the micromirrors
between the two operational states every 10 seconds while monitoring the behaviour of the device through an
imaging camera. The DMD was illuminated by a broadband light source and an image of the device’s surface
was formed on an imaging detector (Figure 3.2). The illumination and the imaging were done off-axis, which
resulted in a tilted image plane (Scheimpflug principle [67]). To assist with adjustment of the system, a
rotational spherical mount was designed to house the camera and permit rotation without translating the
sensor relatively to the center of the image.
From the image on the detector SEUs were identified by observing local changes in the intensity. When
all the mirrors of the DMD are flipped towards the folding mirror, the oncoming light reaches the imaging
sensor, forming a bright image of the DMD surface. Due to particle-induced change in the state of the
corresponding SRAM cell, a micromirror may switch its state and its light may not reach the detector. This
would result in a local drop of the intensity at the corresponding location in the image, which can be easily
detected. Turning all the micromirrors of the DMD away from the folding mirror produces a low intensity
image on the sensor. In this case an upset mirror would create a bright spot on a dark background in the
image (Figure 3.3). Initial SEU count was done in real time during irradiation; the acquired images were also
saved for later analysis with image processing methods. For continuous monitoring of the imaging quality
of the system, every corner micromirror in a grid of 100×100 micromirrors was flipped into the opposite
relative to the rest of the array position. It created a known reference pattern (Figure 3.3), with which the
imaging quality of the system could be constantly monitored and adjusted if needed.
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Figure 3.2: Test setup for evaluation of the performance of DMDs under radiation. Light from a broadband
light source illuminates the DMD surface. When micromirrors are turned towards the folding mirror, specular
reflected light reaches the imaging sensor. When micromirrors are turned the other way, all light is reflected
away from the sensor. This way upset micromirrors can be detected on the image as local drops in the
intensity or as bright spots on a dark background respectively.
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 3.3: A constant region of interest corresponding to about 310×550 micromirrors of the DMD with
(a) the best image quality with only the reference grid pattern present, (b) several tens of upset mirrors
present, and (c) several thousands of upset mirrors present.
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3.4 Test procedure
The package of commercially available DMDs includes 3 mm thick borosilicate window, which completely
attenuates the heavy ions available at TAMU Cyclotron Institute. In order for the heavy ion flux to reach
the micromirrors and the underlying structures underneath (the dielectric layer is especially important)
of the DMDs under testing, test devices were re-windowed with imaging quality, 2 µm thick, low atomic
number pellicle [68]. The pellicles used for this procedure were commercial off-the-shelve components ordered
from Thorlabs [69]. For transportation from Rochester to TAMU Cyclotron the devices were packed into
pressurized containers to protect the pellicle windows from stretching due to in-flight cabin pressure changes
(Figure 3.4). During each part of the experiment two re-windowed devices were subjected to heavy ion
irradiation, while an additional re-windowed DMD served as a control device.
The testing was conducted in the following manner: the ion beam was set on the desired ion and flux, the
irradiation of DMD was then started while exercising the device by switching all the micromirrors between
the on state and the off state (±12◦) every 10 seconds and acquiring an image of the device surface after
every switch. Once the desired ion fluence value was reached, the irradiation and the exercising of the DMD
was stopped. Then the amount of SEUs caused by the radiation under those parameters was evaluated and
a decision on the next flux setting was made. Having the new flux, orientation, and beam degradation state
set, the process described above was repeated. One single repetition of this process is traditionally referred
to as a run . During the first test overall 31 runs were performed, and additional 81 runs were executed
during the second test. All runs were with different combinations of ion, orientation, and beam degradation
state. The summary of experiment parameters can be found in Table 3.1. This combination of ions, incident
angles and degradation states was specifically chosen to optimize the usage of the very limited beam time at
the facility, and to produce the largest possible number of samples within the desired range of LET.
Initial characterization of the behavior of DMDs under testing was done by estimating the number of
SEUs in real time during the experiment, automatically counting the number of upset micromirrors in a
predefined region of about 750×900 micromirrors. The number of upsets was displayed for initial feedback,
and based on it decisions about the quantitative parameters (flux, orientation, and degrader position) for the
following runs were be made. All images were also saved, and the corresponding meta data were documented.
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Figure 3.4: Pressurized containers used to transport DMDs with pellicle windows from Rochester to the
testing facility in Texas. The containers prevented the pellicles from stretching during the flight due to the
effects of pressure changes. The DMD with the original borosilicate window on is placed for demonstration
of the fixture mechanism inside the container.
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3.5 Data analysis and results
In order to obtain the parameters required for the estimation of SEU rate on orbit, the experimental data
had to be reduced to a distribution of SEU cross-section as a function of LET[70] (Figure 3.8). Cross-section
represents the device SEU response to ionizing radiation and it was calculated by normalizing the number of
upset mirrors by overall number of mirrors in the region of interest and by the number of heavy ions incident
on the device per unit area (fluence). The units of the cross-section are therefore cm2. All the experimental
parameters - fluence, flux, effective LET, measurement uncertainty, beam uniformity, and active beam times
are logged and provided as text files by the facility. After all experimental data have been reduced to a
single SEU cross-section against LET plot (Figure 3.8), fitting to the Weibull distribution was performed to
obtain the parameters for later SEU rate estimation [70].
Weibull distribution was originally introduced by Waloddi Weibull in 1951 [71]. In his paper, Weibull
pointed out the applicability of his function to analysis of strength of materials. Since then the area of
application of the function has been significantly expanded and nowadays the distribution is also applied
in product life cycle and reliability calculations. Although use of the distribution is prevalent in reliability
studies, the range of its applications also includes fields like flood frequency, size of Antarctic icebergs, wind
speed distribution, and many more [72].
Weibull distribution was empirically selected and used by Poblenz [73] for plotting failure rates of various
types of transistors under radiation as early as in 1963, after he discovered that it fits the experimental data
extremely well. However, the paper that formally introduced the Weibull function for SEU rate calculations
in the modern sense was Petersen paper in 1992 [74]. This became the basis for the methods implemented in
CREME96 [75]. Since then the Weibull distribution became the standard tool for studies of radiation effects
in electronic devices and for evaluation of performance and reliability of electronic devices under radiation.
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σ − is the SEU cross-section, [cm2]
σsat − is the is the saturated SEU cross-section, [cm2/micromirror]
x0 − is the minimum LET threshold required to cause an effect, [MeVcm2 mg−1]
W − is the width of the range of LET over which effect takes place [MeVcm2 mg−1]
s − is the Weibull slope - equals to the slope of the line in a probability plot.
The ionizing radiation in this case causes accumulation of charges in the dielectric layers of the SRAM
cells of the DMD. These trapped charges upset (change) the state of the memory cell, effectively causing the
corresponding micromirror to switch to the opposite direction once the reset pulse is released. The number
of SEUs in this case only depends on the fluence and LET, and therefore the SEU rate is constant, which
means that the slope of the probability plot is one (s=1).
Fitting to the Weibull distribution at the 95% confidence level was performed in the MATLAB software
[76] using the Nonlinear Least Squares algorithm. The outliers marked in gray (Figure 3.8) were excluded.
The model coefficients obtained from the fitting to the Weibull distribution and the corresponding 95%
confidence bounds are:
σsat = 2.24× 10-7(1.21× 10-7, 3.27× 10-7) cm2/micromirror
x0 = 2.456 (1.62, 3.31) MeVcm2mg-1




Using the coefficients extracted from the Weibull fit, the weather on orbit was simulated using the SPace
ENVironment Informatino System (SPENVIS) [77] software (Figures 3.5 and 3.6). The following assumptions
were made for the simulation:
• one year long mission
• one AU from the sun
• shielding: 100 mils (2.54 mm)
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• sensitive volume shape: a box of 0.421 µm×0.421 µm×1 µm
• worst week weather particle model: CREME-96 [74]
• Galactic Cosmic Rays (GCR) model for the background: ISO15390 with the full ion range (H to U)
• solar activity data: at solar minimum
The sensitive volume box size was determined using the highest measured cross-section [74], while the depth
value of 1 µm was chosen because it is the depth in silicon most affected by the heavy ions.
Figure 3.5: SPENVIS interface with the coefficients from the Weibull fit.
The SEU rate from direct ionization resulted in 7.0907×10−6 micromirrors−1day−1. Considering that
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Figure 3.6: SPENVIS interface with the summary of the simulation parameters and the results.
the tested type of DMD consists of an array of 1024×768 micromirrors, the overall predicted on orbit non-
destructive micromirror upset rate is 5.57 per day, or less than one micromirror every four hours, in the worst
week scenario. Using the 95% confidence bounds obtained from the fitted model, lower and upper values for
the predicted worst-case in-orbit SEU rate were estimated and the values are: [3.42, 11.7] micromirrors in
24 hours.
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Figure 3.7: Heavy ion spectrum in interplanetary space modeled using the SPENVIS software package.
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LET [MeV · cm2 ·mg−1]




















Figure 3.8: Experiment results reduced to SEU cross-section vs LET and fitted Weibull curve with 95%
confidence level bounds. The outliers marked in gray are the runs obtained using the degraded Ne beam,
which did not provide reliable data due to extremely high scatter of the low energy Ne ions by the degrader,
and were therefore not included in the fitting
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3.6 Conclusion
Two separate tests to were performed to characterize the performance and assess the reliability of DMDs
under heavy ion radiation. The testing was done using the accelerated irradiation approach. There only
kind of SEEs detected in both tests were SEUs. No SEFIs, SEEs, or SELs were observed at any point, even
under unrealistically high heavy ion fluxes. All SEUs were instantly cleared by sending a new pattern to the
DMDs. The presented results allow to conclude with high level of confidence that commercially available
DMDs have extremely limited sensitivity to non-destructive heavy-ion induced state changes. All SEUs can
be cleared by a remote soft reset. The predicted SEU rate is 5.6 micromirrors/day for the tested devices
for the worst week scenario in interplanetary space under standard space craft shielding. This suggests that
under those conditions a DMD-based instrument would experience negligible heavy-ion induced SEU rate
burden.
The heavy ion irradiation tests performed in this work provide substantial experimental data for assessing
the transient effects of radiation (SEEs) on DMDs on orbit. The effects of TID and DDD need to be further
investigated, for instance, gamma particle radiation test could provide additional valuable information.
Nevertheless, the results of all radiation tests performed so far suggest that the effects of radiation on
optical performance of DMDs under standard shielding on orbit comparable to L2 (interplanetary space) are
negligible.
The work discussed in this chapter was published in the following articles:
• Anton Travinsky, Dmitry Vorobiev, Alan D. Raisanen, Jonathan Pellish, Zoran Ninkov, Massimo
Robberto, Sara Heap, "The effects of heavy ion radiation on digital micromirror device performance,"
Proc. SPIE 9761, Emerging Digital Micromirror Device Based Systems and Applications VIII, 976108
(15 March 2016)
• Anton Travinsky, Dmitry Vorobiev, Zoran Ninkov, Alan D. Raisanen, Jonathan A. Pellish, Massimo
Robberto, Sara Heap, "The effects of heavy ion radiation on digital micromirror device performance,"
Proc. SPIE 9912, Advances in Optical and Mechanical Technologies for Telescopes and Instrumentation
II, 99125W (22 July 2016);
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• Anton Travinsky, Dmitry Vorobiev, Zoran Ninkov, Alan D. Raisanen, Jonathan A. Pellish, Massimo
Robberto, Sara Heap, "Effects of heavy ion radiation on digital micromirror device performance," Opt.
Eng. 55(9) 094107 (29 September 2016)
Chapter 4
Vibration and Shock Testing
This chapter reports on vibration and mechanical shock testing of digital micromirror devices (DMDs). The
testing was conducted at the Sierra Lobo Vibration Facility at National Aeronautics and Space Administra-
tion (NASA) Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC) on May 2nd - 3rd 2016. Both manufacturer-packaged
and re-windowed devices were tested. DMDs were tested in both powered-on and powered-off states. There
were no failed, tripped or upset micromirrors detected during or after the experiment.
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4.1 Background
Along with radiation environment, another important consideration for space-based instruments is operabil-
ity under vibration and mechanical shock that is typically associated with launch. Space-based DMD-based
multi-object spectrometers (MOSs) are not an exception and therefore the behaviour of DMDs under vibra-
tion should be characterized, as it also required by the NASA General Environmental Verification Standard
(GEVS).
DMDs are very tolerant to vibration because the moving parts inside these devices are on the order of tens of
microns in size and the moving range is about 2.7 µm for the 0.7 eXtended Graphic Array (XGA). Therefore
the lowest resonance frequency of the micromirrors inside DMDs is on the order of several the hundreds of
kilohertz [78]. As a matter of fact, the packaging of DMDs is more of a concern under vibration load, than
the DMDs themselves [13]. Moreover, vibration tests on DMDs have been previously performed by Texas
Instruments Incorporated in the range of 20-2000 Hz at up to 20 g, and mechanical shock tests at up to 1500
g with no failures [78]. Nevertheless, the vibration testing conducted by TI was done to assess the reliability
of DMDs for ground-based applications, and not according to NASA standards. The experiments reported
in this chapter were performed according to the NASA GEVS for space-based applications. The purpose of
these tests was to assess the affects of vibration on the DMD micromirrors themselves and on the hermeticity
of the packaging of the devices.
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4.2 Test preparations: re-windowing and leak testing
4.2.1 Re-windowing of DMDs
Moisture can cause failure in DMD micromirrors due to capillary condensation and post-release stiction [79].
Dust particles can also cause mechanical failures inside the micromirror arrays. To protect the sensitive
micromirrors and the electronic layer underneath, TI uses a hermetically sealed package with a borosilicate
window. However, the window is opaque to Ultra Violet (UV) or Infra Red (IR) radiation, which limits the
utility of DMDs for the astronomical community. To overcome this limitation, commercially available DMDs
can be re-mounted with windows made from magnesium fluoride (MgF2), UV-grade HEM sapphire, fused
silica, and even 2 µm thick cellulose triacetate film [68]. The re-windowing process consists of several steps:
Step 1: The DMD is placed in a mechanical fixture, which clamps the window frame to the ceramic DMD
package (Figure 4.1, left ).
Step 2: Once the seam has been mechanically severed, the DMD and fixture assembly is transferred to a class
1000 clean room where the clamp is removed and the window is separated from the package by a light
shearing force.
Step 3: The window material of choice is attached to a stainless steel frame using a NASA-rated low-outgassing
epoxy (EPO-TEK 353ND) which has been fully cured in a prior processing step (Figure 4.1, right).
Step 4: The frame is then mounted on the DMD assembly with a crushed indium wire gasket surrounding the
DMD chip cavity. This creates an air-tight seal, which keeps out dust and moisture.
Step 5: Optionally, the bond between the stainless steel frame and the DMD package can be mechanically
reinforced by a bead of low-outgassing epoxy applied to the perimeter seam.
Several DMDs were also submitted for re-windowing by an outside company - L1 Standards and Technology,
Inc. (L1) [80] to compare the internally developed process with the industry one.
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Figure 4.1: (left) A mechanical fixture is used to hold the DMD, while a Computer Numeric Control (CNC)
mill removes the weld which attaches the window frame to the DMD package. (right) A stainless steel frame
is bonded to the DMD package using an indium seal and low out-gassing epoxy. The stainless steel frame
can support a wide range of window materials, such as Kapton polymer and thin cellulose film (shown here),
as well as fused silica, sapphire and MgF2.
4.2.2 Evaluating seal integrity
All re-windowed devices, both internally and by L1, were leak-tested to determine the resulting seal integrity.
The goal of the re-windowing was to achieve similar to manufacturer-packaged near-hermetic seals. The
testing of the seal integrity of the epoxy-sealed devices was performed using a helium trace gas to detect
fine leaks in the welded capsule. This standard testing methodology places the sealed device into a chamber
which is then filled with pressurized helium (up to 75 psi) (Figure 4.2, left) for up to 10 hours. During this
time, seal defects (if present) will allow the helium to infiltrate and pressurize the sealed capsule. After the
10 hours, the device is moved to a vacuum chamber equipped with a helium mass spectrometer (Figure 4.2,
right)for leak detection. Any helium now escaping from the package can be detected and quantified. The
DMDs participating in this experiment were checked this way for seal imperfections before and after the
vibration testing, while commercial TI packages were used as reference.
Measurement of the hermetic seal quality of optoelectronic packages was performed according to the
MIL-STD-833 test standard [81], test method 1014, utilizing the test condition A2 flexible method which
describes a fine leak test using a helium trace gas. In this method, a component under test is placed in
an ampoule called a “bomb" (Figure 4.2, left) and pressurized with pure helium gas for a specific period.
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Figure 4.2: The re-windowed DMDs were tested for leaks to determine the integrity of the new seal: (left)
The DMDs were placed in an aluminum “bomb" chamber with a Viton o-ring seal and pressurized in a
pure helium atmosphere; (right) An Inficon helium mass spectrometer was used to measure trace amounts
of helium diffusing out of the DMDs. The leak detector is equipped with an internal National Institute
for Standards and Technology (NIST)-traceable calibrated leak to conveniently verify the system leak rate
calibration prior to measurement.
The first “bombing" step is performed using a simple aluminum chamber that can be pressurized from a
helium bottle through a regulator. The chamber is filled with helium and the pressure is released to purge
the atmosphere from the chamber over five cycles. We have chosen PE=60 PSIG (pounds per square inch
gage) as the bombing pressure, for a period of t1=3 hours. Any small leaks will pressurize the component
interior with some partial pressure of helium. After the “bombing" process, the component is removed to a
helium mass spectrometer and placed under vacuum in a small vessel (Figure 4.2, right). After a specified
time in the vacuum, the partial pressure of helium detectable in the vessel is recorded and compared to the
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R1 −measured leak rate of helium in the mass spectrometer after the dwell time t2
L − the maximum allowable equivalent standard leak rate limit in atm-cm3/s air
PE − the pressure of helium exposure to the helium “bomb" in atmospheres (absolute)
P0 − the atmospheric pressure in atmospheres (absolute)
MA −molecular weight of air
M −molecular weight of helium
t1 − helium bomb dwell time in seconds
t2 − dwell time in vacuum between release of pressure and leak detection in seconds
V − internal free volume of the device package cavity in cm3.
The second step of the seal integrity evaluation is performed in a stainless steel chamber mounted on a
mass spectrometer helium leak detector. The device under investigation is inserted into the chamber and
placed under vacuum for a dwell time t2 = 1 hour. After time t2, the helium leak rate is recorded and
converted to a leak rate in air. The internal volume of the re-windowed DMD is approximately 2.82 cm3.
According to MIL-STD-883 [81] the failure criterion L for packages exceeding 0.4 cm3 internal volume is 1
×10−6 atm-cm3/s of air. Thus, the reject limit R1 of devices under these conditions is then 1.4×10−7 atm-
cm3/s of helium, which corresponds to 5.2×10−6 atm-cm3/s of air. Parts as-received from TI will typically
exhibit very low leak rates in the 10−10 atm-cm3/s He range, corresponding to a very high integrity welded
hermetic package. Re-windowed DMD devices using epoxy sealing materials typically exhibit leak rates in
the range 10−7 atm-cm3/s of helium indicating a near-hermetic seal. The leak rates for the devices before
the vibration testing are shown in Table 4.1.
Table 4.1: Leak rates for DMDs before the vibration testing.
Serial number Window material He leak rate (atm-cm3/s) Notes
190806 fused silica 6.00×10−7 stainless frame
190805 fused silica 6.00×10−7 stainless frame
191306 sapphire 1.30×10−7
191207 magnesium fluoride 1.00×10−7
110306 borosilicate 6.40×10−10
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Table 4.2: Summary of DMDs subjected to vibration and shock testing.
Serial number Window material Test load (dB) Notes
190806 fused silica -12, -6, 0 stainless frame
190805 fused silica -12, 0 stainless frame
191007 fused silica 0
191006 fused silica 0
191207 magnesium fluoride -12, -6, 0
240207 magnesium fluoride -12, 0
191205 sapphire -12, -6, 0
191306 sapphire -12, 0
191005 sapphire 0 New AR coat
191105 sapphire 0 New AR coat
110306 borosilicate -12, -6, 0 standard package, mechanical sample
250305 borosilicate -12, 0 standard package
250408 borosilicate 0 standard package
4.3 The experiment
The objective was to assess the capability of the DMDs to survive the rigors of potential vibroacoustic launch
environments, according to the NASA GEVS [82]. The types of tests required by this standard are sine burst
vibration, random vibration, and mechanical shock testing. The vibration and shock tests were carried out
May 2nd - 3rd, 2016 at the Sierra Lobo, Inc. (SLI) [83] Vibration Facility at NASA’s GSFC. The tests
were performed on a Unholtz-Dickie Corporation (UD) T2000-2 shaker [84], using a custom mounting plate
and the AVCO [85] fixture (Figure 4.3). The DMDs were tested in the not powered state as well as while
powered on, and operational. A total of 13 DMDs, with a variety of window materials were tested; some
DMDs were inoperable mechanical samples which were only used for testing re-windowed package integrity.
The summary of the DMDs tested is presentsd in the Table 4.2.
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Figure 4.3: The plate which held up to 8 DMDs at a time was mounted to the AVCO fixture on the UD
T2000-2 shaker. The plate orientation was changed to perform tests along the X, Y and Z axes of the DMDs,
because the T2000-2 shaker only has 1 axis of motion. The accelerometer placement was also changed to
probe the appropriate axis.
4.3.1 Test facility
The UD T2000-2 shaker, rotated to the vertical configuration and the AVCO Fixture attached, provided the
X, Y, and Z axes of vibration excitation (Figure 4.3). The UD T2000-2 is mounted on an isolation block
located in Building 7 of the NASA GSFC, Test Cell 026. Two tri-axial accelerometers (PCB (Piezotronics)
[86] Model 354C02 [87]) mounted in the axis of excitation provided the control system acceleration data
for closed loop shaker control for vibration testing. Two orthogonal axis responses, from one PCB 354C02
accelerometer provided cross axis acceleration monitoring. A shock accelerometer, Endevco Model 2225 [88],
mounted on the Vibration Facility Fixture Plate in the direction of vibration excitation provided control
system acceleration data for open loop shaker control for mechanical shock vibration testing only. The
mounting orientations of the DMD plate and the accelerometers are shown in Figure 4.3. A DSPCon
DataFlex-1000 recorder [89] in the Vibration Facility Control Room recorded the control channels, response
instrumentation brought into the controller, and the backup monitor. An UD Model D33 provided signal
conditioning of the control and cross talk accelerometers. A Trig-Tek Model 620B [90] provided signal
conditioning for the backup monitor accelerometer. An M+P [91] VCP9000 Vibration Control System
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(VCS) processed the conditioned control acceleration data for update of the exciter drive signal based on
maximum levels during the vibration tests.
4.3.2 Random Vibration Testing
The random vibration test delivered 14.14 g rms across a frequency range of 20 Hz - 2 kHz for 60 seconds
to each axis. Some specific values of the acceleration power density are given in Table 4.3 and an example
acceleration density spectrum is shown in Figure 4.4. During random vibration testing, The M+P VCS
calculated an updated drive signal based on the Power Spectral Density (PSD) derived from the maximum
g2/Hz of PSDs calculated for each of the two feedback control accelerometer measurements at each frequency
(spectral line). The M+P VCS compared the calculated PSD to the random vibration test specification,
calculated the error, and then calculated a new PSD that accounted for the error and would meet the random
vibration test specification. The M+P VCS calculated an updated drive signal from the new PSD.
Table 4.3: Random vibration Acceleration Spectral Density (ASD) (at 0dB) for several frequencies over the
full frequency range, for the X, Y, Z-axis tests.





all 14.14 g rms
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Figure 4.4: An example ASD for the random vibration test at 0 dB. The test duration was 60 seconds for
each axis, at -18 dB, -12 dB, -6 dB and 0 dB levels.
4.3.3 Sine Burst Vibration Testing
The sine burst test delivered a peak acceleration of 15 g at 25 Hz to each axis of the device for 5 cycles
(Figure 4.5). During sine burst vibration testing, the M+P VCS calculated the drive signal by one of two
methods. For the 18 dB and 12 dB sine burst levels the M+P VCS calculated a new drive from the average
of five previous sine burst pulse responses obtained from control accelerometer No. 1. For the 6 dB and 0
dB levels the M+P VCS scaled to the level from the set of averages obtained from the 12 dB level. This
vibration control strategy allowed for calculation and update of the M+P VCS drive at low levels and only
one sine pulse at the 6 dB and 0 dB levels.
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Figure 4.5: An example sine burst pulse delivered to each axis of the DMDs at 0 dB. Each axis was tested
for 5 cycles at -18 dB, -12 dB, -6 dB and 0 dB levels.
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4.3.4 Mechanical Shock Testing
The mechanical shock tests generated a Shock Response Spectrum (SRS) that resulted in accelerations of
80 - 1000 g across a frequency range of 100 Hz - 10 kHz, for each axis. Table 4.4 summarizes the mechanical
shock test parameters and Figure 4.6 show an example shock response spectrum for one of the tests. During
shock testing, the M+P VCS calculated the drive signal for the 18 dB level from the self-check. For the
remainder of the levels 12 dB through 0 dB levels the M+P VCS scaled to the level from the set of level
from the 18 dB level. This shock control strategy allowed for calculation and update of the M+P VCS drive
at low levels and only one sine pulse at the 18 dB through -1 dB and 2 shocks at 0 dB levels.
Table 4.4: Mechanical Shock test levels for all three axes.
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Figure 4.6: An example SRS for the mechanical shock test at 0 dB.
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4.3.5 Vibration Testing of Powered-on DMDs
In addition to testing powered off DMDs, a DMD was tested in powered-on state in two operating modes:
holding a static pattern and rapidly switching between pre-loaded patterns. In the first case, a static reference
pattern was displayed on the DMD and images of the DMD surface were acquired to record the pre-test
condition of the device. Next, without powering down the DMD or changing the pattern, the DMD assembly
was mounted on the custom mounting plate in the “face down" Z-axis configuration (Figure 4.7). Random
vibration, sine burst, and mechanical shock tests were performed at 0 dB on the powered-on DMD using the
procedures described in the above sections. Due to time constraints, only the Z-axis was chosen, because this
is expected to be the orientation most susceptible to vibration effects. After the tests, the DMD assembly
was transferred, without switching the device off or uploading a new pattern, to the optical inspection setup
(Figure 4.8) the DMD was inspected for pixels that may have changed their state (i.e., the direction of the
tilt of the micromirrors). No pixels that temporarily changed their state or became permanently inoperable
were detected.
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Figure 4.7: Vibration testing of DMDs in powered-on state. Two configurations: while displaying a static
pattern and while rapidly cycling through several patterns. The entire DMD assembly was mounted on the
custom plate, with the control board nearby. The DMD was only tested in the Z-axis in the powered-on
state, using the same procedures and levels as for the rest of tests.
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The DMDs were inspected to detect any micromirrors that might have been tripped as a result of the
mechanical tests. The DMDs were illuminated from the side at 24◦ with respect to the devices’ normal and
imaged at 0◦ (normal to the device) (Figure 4.8). First, the inspection imaging system was focused on the
DMD using a reference test pattern (Figure 4.9, left). The test pattern consists of large and small features,
which allow us to determine when the image is sufficiently focused. At the center of each square pattern is
a set of 4×4 mirrors, individually flipped into opposite positions. When these single mirrors are visible, the
system is sufficiently focused. Once the optimal focus is achieved, all of the mirrors are tilted away from the
imaging system. When all mirrors are functioning, this configuration creates a black image. Any mirrors
that are malfunctioning are clearly seen (Figure 4.9, right). The number of failed micromirrors for each
device (before and after the test) is shown in 4.5.
Figure 4.9: (left) The reference focus pattern that is uploaded to the DMD. The 4×4 sets of individual
mirrors in the center of each square patterns are clearly visible. (right) Malfunctioning micromirrors (on a
device that was compromised during the re-windowing process) can be seen in a dark frame due to the light
they scatter into the imaging system.
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Table 4.5: Number of malfunctioned micromirrors for DMDs after the vibration testing.
Serial number Window material No. of tripped mirrors before No. of tripped mirrors after
191207 magnesium fluoride 2 2
240207 magnesium fluoride 0 0
191306 sapphire 0 0
191005 sapphire 0 0
191105 sapphire 0 0
250305 borosilicate 0 0
250408 borosilicate 0 0
4.4.2 Package Integrity
After the vibration and mechanical shock tests, the integrity of the DMD packages was checked using the
leak test procedure described in Section 4.2.2; the helium leak rates are given in Table 4.6.
Table 4.6: Number of malfunctioned micromirrors for DMDs after the vibration testing.
Serial number Window material He leak rate [atm-cm3/s] Notes
190806 fused silica 6.2×10−7 stainless frame
190805 fused silica 7.5×10−7 stainless frame
191007 fused silica 7.0×10−7
191006 fused silica 5.3×10−7
191207 magnesium fluoride 9.3×10−8
240207 magnesium fluoride 1.2×10−7
191306 sapphire 2.2×10−7
191005 sapphire 1.8×10−7 New AR coat
191105 sapphire 1.5×10−7 New AR coat
110306 borosilicate 7.5×10−10 standard package
250305 borosilicate 1.1×10−10 standard package
250408 borosilicate 7.1×10−10 standard package
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4.5 Conclusion
Vibration and mechanical shock testing of DMDs with manufacturer default and customized packages. NASA
GEVS was used to determine the parameters for sine burst vibration test, random vibration test, and mechan-
ical shock tests. The reliability of individual micromirrors and the customized packages were investigated.
To assess the reliability of individual micromirrors, mechanical tests along X, Y, and Z directions were per-
formed. The search for failed mirrors, like in the case of Radiation testing, was image-based (3.5).
The DMDs were accelerated with a frequency spectrum from 20 Hz to 2 kHz, with an rms acceleration of
14 g and subjected to a shock response spectrum of 100 Hz-10 kHz, with accelerations 500 g. There were no
tripped ur upset mirrors found as a result of the mechanical tests.
The standard TI Kovar package is hermetically sealed, with helium leak rates on the order of few 10−10
atm-cm3/s. Re-windowed devices with epoxied packages showed helium leak rates of few 10−7 atm-cm3/s,
close to the MIL-STD-883 limit for hermeticity (for these devices) of 1.4 10−10 atm-cm3/s. The leak rates
did not change significantly after the vibration and shock tests for any of the package types. In summary,
the vibration and shock tests did not adversely affect the performance of DMDs or the custom packages with
UV and IR transmissive windows. These GEVS-standardized tests suggest that DMDs are extremely robust
and not sensitive to the potential vibroacoustic environments experienced during launch.
The work discussed in this chapter was published in the following article:
Anton Travinsky, Dmitry Vorobiev, Zoran Ninkov, Alan Raisanen, Manuel A. Quijada, Stephen A. Smee,
Jonathan A. Pellish, Tim Schwartz, Massimo Robberto, Sara Heap, Devin Conley, Carlos Benavides, Nicholas
Garcia, Zach Bredl, Sebastian Yllanes, "Evaluation of digital micromirror devices for use in space-based
multiobject spectrometer application," J. Astron. Telesc. Instrum. Syst. 3(3) 035003 (17 August 2017)
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Chapter 5
Optical properties of DMDs
5.1 Background
High optical characteristics are at the top priority for astronomical instruments because these tend to be
designed for photon-starved applications and a typical astronomical signal has extremely low photon flux.
Optical characterization of digital micromirror devices (DMDs) is important for both terrestrial and space-
based applications. This chapter describes the diffraction pattern of DMDs, summarizes the efforts carried
out to characterize the reflectance of DMDs with measurements made on manufacturer-packaged devices
as well as DMDs re-windowed with other types of glasses and bare DMDs (protective window removed).
The purpose of these experiments was to assess the optical performance of current, up-to-date generation of
DMDs.
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5.2 Diffraction and DMDs
A significant portion of light incident onto a DMD is diffracted[92]. Because a DMD is a two-dimensional ar-
ray of periodically spaced micromirrors it can be viewed as a two-dimensional reflective diffraction grating[93,
94]. The optical behaviour of diffraction gratings can be described by the following expression[95]:
mλ = d[sin(θ) + sin(α)] (5.1)
where:
m− is the number of the diffraction order
λ − is wavelength of the incident light
d − is the grating pitch
α − is the incidence angle
θ − is the diffraction angle
By setting the diffraction angle to the maximum value of 90 degrees (θ = 90◦) the highest theoretically
possible number of diffraction orders as a function of wavelength can be calculated. For λ = 500 nm the





Similarly the maximum number of orders for λ = 700 nm can be found to be 14 and for λ = 350 it is 27.
Angular separation between orders can be found by looking at ∆θ separating two neighboring orders m




The separation ranges from 1.47◦ to 2.72◦ for wavelengths λ = 350 nm to λ = 650 nm.
The discussion of the 2-dimensional micromirror array can be reduced to one dimension because the
geometry is symmetrical in both x and y directions. Each micromirror can be viewed as a slit of the
same width as the micromirror pitch. However, the fill factor of these arrays is 92% [92], which leaves
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b = 13.68 ·
√
0.92 = 13.12 µm of the actual micromirror surface, the rest is attributed to the via and the gaps
between the micromirrors (Figure 2.7). Assuming each micromirror has a via of a size v=0.3 µm and a gap
g=0.13 µm on each side, so 13.12+0.3+0.13·2=13.68 µm.
Treating each micromirror as a slit, a function f(x) representing a single micromirror can be written,










From the single slit diffraction formula the minimal diffraction distance sdiff can be calculated. For a 13.68










= 293.96[µm] ' 3mm (5.5)
After propagation a distance much longer than 3 mm, the Fraunhofer approximation[97] and calculate
the diffraction pattern by taking the Fourier transform of the pupil function of the system[96]. Assuming
monochromatic incident radiation with a plane wavefront and λ = 500 nm, diffraction pattern from a single
micrommirror at distance s = 1 m away from the DMD will be:




= sinc(bX)− sinc(vX) (5.6)
The difference between two RECT functions transformed into difference between two SINC functions. The
1-dimensional diffraction pattern was generated in Matlab and is presented in the Figure 5.1. The red line
in Figure 5.1 also shows the diffraction from a single micromirror with no via present (an ideal micromirror).
Notice how there is almost no difference around the zero order but the higher orders present higher amounts
of diffracted light with via present. It is useful to learn about the amount of additional diffracted light that
the via introduces into the diffraction pattern in comparison to an ideal micromirror. For that purpose a
percentage difference between the two patterns was calculated and presented in Figure 5.2. Evidently the
via under current approximation introduces about 1% of additional light that is diffracted into higher orders.
Assuming 1024 micromirrors in each row of the array and using the Fourier Array Theorem [97] (pp 543-544)
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Diffraction pattern of a single micromirror observed 1 m away
via
no via
Figure 5.1: Diffraction pattern from a single micromirror with flat incident wavefront on a screen one meter
away from the device with and without accounting for the via. The pattern centered around the location
x = 1m·sin(24◦) - the location of the specular reflection
.
the above single micromirror treatment can be expended to an array of micromirrors by convolution of the
single micromirror diffraction pattern with a COMB function representing the centers of all the mirrors in the
array, and then multiplying it with a RECT function representing the size of the whole array. The resulting
function will be the new aperture function of the system, the Fourier transform of which will generate the




















And the Fourier transform:








· comb(d ·X) ∗ sinc(1024 · d ·X) (5.8)
The convolution term corresponds to the finite size of the array of micromirrors, which dictates the profile
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Difference in the diffraction pattern with via and no via
Figure 5.2: Diffraction pattern from a single micromirror with flat incident wavefront on a screen one meter
away from the device with and without accounting for the via.
of each individual diffraction order. With the very large number of micromirrors it will become a very
narrow SINC function, approaching Delta function (which means an assumption can be made that the array
is of an infinite size). A convolution of any function with Delta function is just the function itself. The
whole diffraction pattern, therefore, is a periodic array of SINC functions and the intensity observed on
the screen will be a periodic array of SINC2 functions (Figure 5.1), while the oth orders of the individual
SINC2 functions are overlapping (since the diffraction orders are close together). The zero order is located
at the specular reflection and the locations of other orders are relative to the oth order. Because the DMD
micromirrors are symmetrical along both vertical and horizontal axes, the whole discussion can be expanded
into 2D. The centers of these two-dimensional SINC functions represent a grid centered around the (0,0)
diffraction order (Figure 5.3).
An experiment was carried out to confirm this calculated diffraction pattern. A DMD was illuminated
with a collimated light source from 24 degrees off axis and a screen with 1-inch grid was placed at the
distance of 14.5 inched from the DMD. The DMD was illuminated with a coherent narrow-band source (a
He-Ne laser) with the central wavelength of 632.2 nm. The resulting diffraction pattern (Figure 5.4) is almost
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identical to the predicted pattern in Figure 5.3. The distance between the 0th and the (0,1) order can be
confirmed here. The diffraction angle for the order (0,1) at 632.2 nm with grating pith of 13.68 microns is
(using the Equation 5.1) 2.65 degrees. This corresponds to the distance of 0.67 inch at a screen 14.5 inch
away, which validates the analysis.
Typically the optical axis of the collecting optics (either re-imaging optics, or a collimator) is be aligned
with the (0.0) order of the diffraction pattern (specularly reflected light). The cone angle of the acceptance
beam is a function of the f/# of the system and therefore diffracted orders accepted by the system can be
calculated as a function of wavelength using the Eq. 5.1 and setting the half cone angle corresponding to
the system f/# as the diffraction angle θ. Some examples of f-numbers and their corresponding cone angles
are presented in the Table 5.1. For instance, to calculate the diffraction orders for λ = 500 nm accepted by






Since diffraction orders can only be integer numbers this means that such a system would accept diffraction
orders of ±1 for 500 nm illumination and all other orders will be outside the acceptance cone angle. Same
calculation can be carried out for any wavelength, incident angle, and f-number of interest using the same
Eq. 5.1. Same approach can be used for calculating the accepted orders for the off state. Since the on state
beam is separated by the off state beam by 48 degrees, this angle should be added to the diffraction angles
to find the minimum and maximum accepted orders. For the same f/7.5 system the accepted angles are
between -44.2 and -51.8 which corresponds to accepting the diffraction orders -14 and -15. Same calculation
can be repeated for any and every wavelength of interest.
This calculation can only show the geometry of the diffraction pattern i.e. which orders are accepted and
which orders are lost. This cannot predict how much light is being diffracted to what order. The reason for
that is that the diffraction grating equation does not provide any information about grating efficiency [95].
The efficiency of a diffraction grating cannot be calculated analytically, but can only be either estimated
using numerical simulation (e.g. PCGrate), or measured[95]. According to Texas Instruments Incorporated,
if a DMD is illuminated with a cone of f/3 and the collection optics has the acceptance cone of f/2.4, a 0.7
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XGA DMDs are 68% efficient [92]. However, this is not particularly useful for multi-object spectrometers
(MOSs) because in a MOS system the cone angles of the illumination and the collection are matched.
Therefore, in a typical MOS system light losses associated with the DMD itself are expected to be more than
32% reported by TI[92]. Measurements reported in Chapter 7 suggest that expected losses in an f-number
matching DMD-based system are about 50%.
Table 5.1: f-numbers and their corresponding full and half cone angles.
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Figure 5.3: Locations of the center lobes of SINC functions (diffraction orders) of a DMD. The zero (0,0)
order is located at the specular reflection. λ is the wavelength of the illumination and d is the micromirror
pitch.
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Figure 5.4: Diffraction pattern of a 0.7 eXtended Graphic Array (XGA) DMD when illuminated by a
narrow-band source (He-Ne laser, λ = 632.8). The distance from the DMD to the screen is 14.5 inch, grid
size is 1 inch. Laser illumination is very coherent, which leads to highly pronounced interference effects
that manifest themselves into strong and clearly visible low-order peaks. This pattern confirms the expected
distance of about 2/3 inch from the oth order to the 1st order.
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Figure 5.5: Diffraction pattern of the 0.7 XGA DMD when illuminated by broadband light. The distance
from the DMD to the screen is 14.5 inch, grid size is 1 inch. The intensity of the (0.0) order is reduced
by a piece of black non-reflective tape to not saturate the imaging sensor. There is less interference in this
case, which is the reason for most of the light going in to the specular reflection. The angles between two
neighboring diffraction orders on the major axes (along the edges of micromirrors, along the diagonals of
this image) are not wide enough to separate the orders completely, and therefore orders higher than the 1st
are mixed together.
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When the micromirrors in a DMD are tilted, the behavior of a DMD becomes this of a blazed grating
with the same slope angle φ = 12o. Therefore, blazed wavelengths for every diffraction order can be found





Table 5.2: Order and the corresponding blazed wavelength for a 0.7 XGADMD with micromirrors tilted at
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5.3 Scattering in DMDs
Scattering is a random processes, in which non-ideal surfaces add random variations of phase into the incident
electromagnetic field, causing is to reflect into random direction, following the laws of reflection. Scattered
light in DMDs is not an exception - it is a combination of scattering by the micromirror surface, scattering
off the via, and scattering off the surface underneath the micromirrors through the gaps between them.
Surface roughness and surface flatness are two key parameters for determination of scattering properties
of a surface. The flatness of the DMD micromirrors was measured for earlier generation of DMDs and it
was found that the edges of the micromirrors are 0.25 µm higher than the region around the via[64]. The
micromirror curvature was estimated to be around 260 µm, which corresponds to the focal length of 520
µm. Taking into account the size of a single micromirror (13 /mum for these earlier generation devices), the
f# of a single micromirror would be about f# =
520
13
' 40, which corresponds to a cone of less than two
degrees, which is about the size of the zero diffraction order. The use of DMDs for MOS usually implies an
optical system, which is much faster ( f/4). Therefore, the scattering due to the flatness of the micromirrors
can be considered negligible, since it scatters within the expected light cone of the “0”th order and is collected
by the optical system.
Surface roughness of micromirrors is also a factor that contributes to DMD scattering properties. The
rough surface of the micromirrors introduces additional random phase variations to the incident light. The
surface roughness of DMD micromirrors was measured on several devices in a number of locations and found
to be less than Rq = 5 nm [98] in the worst case; the average surface roughness was found to be consistently
less than Rq = 1.5 nm [98]. Taking the average value of 1.5 nm and using the following equation to relate
roughness of an optical surface to the Total Integrated Scatter (TIS), the expected percentage of scattered













Rq is the surface roughness,
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R0 is the reflectance of an ideally flat surface
θ is the incident angle
λ is the wavelength of light
A plot the TIS as a function of surface roughness Rq (Figure 5.6), shows that at the maximum measured
value of surface roughness (5 nm), the total scatter is about 1.5%. Assuming overage surface roughness of
about 1.5 nm, the total integrated scatter will be on the order of 0.15 %.
RMS Surface roughness [nm]












Total integrated scatter as a function of surface roughness (θ = 12◦)
Figure 5.6: DMD TIS as a function of surface roughness Rq at the normal illumination with micromirrors
in one of the active states (on state or off state).
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5.4 Contrast Measurement Experiments
To validate the discussion in Section 5.3, the raw contrast of DMDs was measured using two measurement
configurations. The first measurement was done at National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA)
Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC) using Cary 5000 spectrometer with a Universal Measurement Accessory
(UMA) and the latter was done in a MOS-like table-top set-up to obtain an optimistic estimate of the contrast
for DMD - based MOSs.
5.4.1 Contrast in the Cary-5000 spectrometer
This measurement was conducted with Cary 5000 spectrophotometer equipped with a UMA. In this instru-
ment a small patch (about 3×4 mm) of a bare DMD (without a window) was illuminated using an f/10
beam from a monochromator, and the scattered light was measured using a photo diode detector with an f/5
acceptance cone (Figure 5.7). The DMD mirrors were tilted in the +12◦. The plotted contrast ratio is the
ratio of the signal measured in the specular direction (-24◦) vs. anti-specular direction (+24◦) (Figure 5.8).
This measurement has a large uncertainty because the photo-diode in the Cary 5000 at maximum integration
time was not sensitive enough to measure the low level of light scattered into the anti-specular direction.
Furthermore, the relatively slow f/10 beam illuminating the DMD (compared with the f/4 cameras typically
proposed for future spectrographs) is expected to produce less scattered light. Finally, the DMD window
was removed for this measurement (to permit measurement of the reflectance and scattering properties in
the Ultra Violet (UV) region), which further helps reduce reflections and scattered light.
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Figure 5.7: DMD set up for contrast measurement in the UMA of Cary 5000 spectrophotometer. A 3×5
mm patch of a bare DMD is illuminated at normal to the devices’ plane incidence, with all mirrors tilted to
the -12◦ position. The specular reflection was measured at -24◦ and the scattered light was measured in the
anti-specular direction (+24◦)
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Figure 5.8: Left : Layout of the contrast measurement performed using Cary 5000 spectrophotometer with
UMA. All mirrors were tilted +12◦ and the signal was measured at the specular and anti-specular directions,
at +24◦ and -24◦, respectively. Right : The contrast is the ratio of the signal measured at +24◦ vs. 24◦. The
large uncertainty in the measurement is due to the spectrophotometer’s inability to precisely measure the
small amount of scattered light.
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5.4.2 Contrast measurement in MOS configuration
To better characterize full on - full off (FO:FO) contrast of the DMD, a custom measurement setup was
constructed at Rochester Institute of Technology (RIT). Since an imaging sensor with adjustable integration
time was used in this setup, it was capable of measuring much lower signals signals with a reasonable signal-
to-noise ratio (SNR). This second measurement was intended to characterize the performance of a DMD with
a standard borosilicate window in a configuration that simulates the optics of a DMD-based MOS (Figure
5.9). The DMD was illuminated with a 180 mm f/3.5 lens, which created a focused 300 µm diameter spot
(corresponds to 22 mirrors). The reflected and the scattered light was collimated by an f/4 lens at -24◦, by
turning the DMD mirrors -12◦ and +12◦, respectively. The collimated light was focused by a second f/8 lens
and sent to an f/6.5 monochromator. This setup was designed to capture as much scattered light as there
would be present in an actual spectrograph, using similar f/# optics. The contrast ratio measured with
this second setup is greater than 6000:1 in the region covered by the anti-reflection coating of the protective
borosilicate window (420-650 nm). This roughly agrees with the first set of measurements obtained at NASA
GSFC with the Cary 5000 spectrophotometer. This measurement is an estimate of the contrast in a real
system. A system designed with stray-light reduction in mind can further reduce the amount of scattered
light in the spectral channel, but the larger are of the DMD is illuminated, the lower the contrast will be,
due to scattering from the illuminated mirrors in the off state.
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Figure 5.9: Left : The contrast measurement performed in a DMD-based MOS configuration. The illu-
mination and collimation are done with relatively fast optics and the beam f/# is reduced downstream to
match the f/# of the the monochromator. Right : FO:FO contrast ratio (all mirrors in the on state versus
all mirrors in the off state).
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5.5 DMD Reflectance Measurements
5.5.1 Reflectance measured with Perkin Elmer spectrophotometer
The measurements of reflectance of DMDs were conducted at NASA GSFC using a Perkin Elmer (Model
Lambda 950) spectrometer equipped with an Universal Reflectance Accessory (URA). The beam acceptance
cone at the detector is f/7.8 and the beam size produced by the spectrometer on the powered-off device is
3×5 mm which corresponds to about 220×365 micromirrors, with all mirrors in the neutral (0◦) position.
The raw reflected intensity (measured in arbitrary analog-to-digital units) was calibrated for dark current,
the source spectrum, and the quantum efficiency of the photo detector using the following formula:
Reflectance =
raw intensity - (background + dark current)
source intensity - (background + dark current)
(5.12)
The reflectance of a DMD with the manufacturer-supplied borosilicate protective window on (Figure 5.10)
is close to the reflectance of pure aluminum (Al) after it was scaled by the losses typically associated with
DMDs - diffraction of light around the edges of individual micromirrors, fill factor ( 92% for the 0.7 XGA
devices), and scattering. During the measurement the DMD was set in the passive mode (powered off),
which corresponds to all the mirrors in the neutral (flat) position. The angle of incidence for these specular
reflectance measurements was set at 8◦ to the normal to the surface of the DMD. The average reflectance was
measured to be around 73% over the 325-2000 nm range. This average reflectance represents the absolute
throughput of the device and it includes any losses from the sources describe above. These data also show a
reflectance drop below 325 nm, which is associated with the drop in transparency of the borosilicate window
for wavelengths shorter than 325 nm (Figure 5.11). The average reflectance below 325 nm is around 25%
and it results from reflections of the window front-surface only. Therefore, the active area of a DMD is not
accessible for light below this wavelength. The only way to make the DMDs usable as a light modulation
device in the UV spectral region is by replacing the windows provided by the manufacturer with UV-
transmissive substrate [68].
To examine the reflectance of the micromirrors themselves, the protective window was removed, and
the reflectance of the bare device over the 200-2000 nm range was measured using the same Perkin Elmer
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Figure 5.10: The reflectance of a 0.7” XGA DMD with the standard borosilicate protective window.
spectrometer fitted with the URA (Figure 5.12).
Evidently, the reflectance does not degrade overtime even after exposure to ambient conditions. How-
ever, the absolute reflectance values are lower than expected for aluminum-based mirrors, especially for the
wavelengths lower than 300 nm. The reflectance of two bare devices was compared to the reflectance of pure
aluminum (Figure 5.13).
The reflectance of the two DMDs (curves labeled as ”specular”) is on average 35% lower than that of
the aluminum sample (for λ > 300 nm) and 20% lower for longer wavelengths. Part of these reflectance
losses could be accounted for by the fill factor ('92%) due to the gaps between the micromirrors and the
non-reflective via. These losses would be realized by diffraction and scattering effects. In order to account for
these losses a THR measurement was performed, by using a 60 mm integrating sphere accessory attached to
the Perkin Elmer spectrometer. The THR measurements include both specular and diffused light that may
be diffracted and (or) scattered by the DMDs. The results of the traces labeled “specular+diffused” in Figure
5.13 indicate that the TISs are indeed higher than the specular reflectance components alone. But even in
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Figure 5.11: Transmittance of the standard TI-provided DMD window at normal incidence (measured after
removed from the device).
this case, the THR data from these devices still do not match the results obtained from the pure aluminum
sample. The overall reduced reflectance of the these devices (compared to aluminum) could be reasonably
attributed to the fact that the aluminum in the DMDs may not be pure, but rather based on some type of
alloy, which was also confirmed by TI [100]. This could be inferred by the much lower reflectance (42% and
41% for devices 1 and 2 respectively) at λ = 200 nm when compared to the reflectance of the pure aluminum
sample.





Figure 5.12: Specular reflectance of one DMD after the protective window has been removed as a function
of time with 8◦ angle of incidence. The “0 month” trace corresponds to data taken immediately after window
removal.






Figure 5.13: Specular and (specular + diffused) reflectance of two bare DMDs. Specular reflectance was
measured by a detector accepting f/7.8 beam, while (“specular+diffused”) was obtained by measuring the
Total Hemispherical Reflectance (THR) with a 60 mm integrating sphere. The reflectance of pure Al is
shown for comparison
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5.5.2 Reflectance measured with Cary 5000 spectrophotometer
Aside from the reflectance measurements performed with the Perkin Elmer spectrometer, another mea-
surement was performed on a bare DMD (protective borosilicate window removed immediately before the
measurement) using Agilent Cary 5000 spectrophotometer with a UMA (Figure 5.14). This measurement
was conducted in the following manner: A reference measurement of the spectral intensity of the light source
on the Cary 5000 was done by placing the detector in the beam path directly, without the DMD assembly
present. Then the DMD assembly was placed in the beam path, all mirrors were tilted into the on state
(-12 degrees), and the detector was rotated to accept the light reflected by the DMD mirrors at the specular
angle (-24 degrees) (Figure 5.14). The reflectance of the DMD was normalized by the reference reflectance
to reveal the ratio of the light reflected by the DMD with respect to the incident radiation. This ratio was
referred to as the spectral reflectance of a DMD and was plotted as a function of wavelength (Figure 5.15).
The periodical sine-like pattern of the DMD spectral reflectance profile is due to the DMD behaving as
a blazed grating and is consistent with the discussion of the diffraction pattern of the DMD in the Chapter
5.2 and with the table of blazed wavelengths and their corresponding orders (Table 5.2). As wavelength
increases the DMD cycles through wavelength-dependent efficiency, which peaks for blazed wavelength as a
function of order[93], hence the periodicity of the pattern - it peaks at the blazed wavelength for each order
and the lowest reflectance value is exactly in between blazed wavelengths corresponding to two neighboring
orders. Another phenomena to be observed is that the average reflectance is decreasing as the wavelength
of the incident light grows. This is due to the diffraction effects getting more and more pronounced as the
ratio between the micromirror size and the wavelength of light decreases. Another related factor is also in
play here and that is the growth of the separation angle between diffraction orders with wavelength. As this
separation grows, less and less diffraction orders fits into the aperture of the detector, and therefore less light
is being collected.
This Cary 5000 measurement is not consistent with the one made with the Perkin Elmer spectrophotome-
ter (Chapter 5.5.1) because during the measurement made with the Perkin Elmer the DMD micromirrors
were not tilted, but flat (th eDMD was not powered on). Therefore, there are only small diffraction effects
to be seen in the spectral reflectance profile, but the blazing effects are not present.
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Figure 5.14: DMD set up for reflectance measurement in the Universal Measurement Accessory (UMA) of
Cary 5000 spectrophotometer. The DMD is illuminated at normal to the devices’ plane incidence, with all
mirrors tilted to the -12◦ position. The specular reflection was measured at -24◦.
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Figure 5.15: Spectral reflectance of a bare DMD, measured with the Cary 5000 spectrophotometer. Blazed
wavelengths calculated with the blazed wavelength equation (Eq. 5.10) are marked with red lines.
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5.6 Conclusions
UV-transmitting windows made out of UV-grade fused silica, MgF2, and UV grade sapphire could be used to
replace the standard borosilicate windows on commercially available DMDs in order to enable these devices
as programmable slit masks with extended wavelength regimes. Measurements of specular and diffused
reflectance were performed on DMDs with their windows removed in order to determine the throughput,
durability, and scattering properties of the micromirrors reflective area.Although the reflectivity of bare
devices was found to be very stable and did not change over a period of more than year, the base reflectivity
was relatively low (' 58% over the 200-300 nm range). Because this reflectivity was lower than that of pure
Al, it was concluded that TI does not use pure aluminum, but rather an aluminum alloy in production of
DMD micromirrors, possibly to help with the known issue of stiction of the micromirrors to the spring tips.
It was also later confirmed by TI [100].
Reflectance properties of 0.7 XGA DMD were measured in two configurations - a powered-off DMD and a
powered-on DMD with mirrors tiled into the on state. In the powered-on state the spectral reflectance profile
of DMD was found to be affected by blazing effects, similar to the ones used in design of blazed gratings.
Since the DMD micromirrors are expected to be tilted into either the on state or the off state in an actual
instrument during operation, the spectral response of the whole instrument is expected to be affected by the
DMD spectral reflectance profile.
The work discussed in this chapter was published in the following article:
Anton Travinsky, Dmitry Vorobiev, Zoran Ninkov, Alan Raisanen, Manuel A. Quijada, Stephen A.
Smee, Jonathan A. Pellish, Tim Schwartz, Massimo Robberto, Sara Heap, Devin Conley, Carlos Benavides,
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Chapter 6
Low temperature testing
When an optical instrument is working in the infrared regime thermal emission from warm optical components
can be a significant source of uncertainty. This emission is typically mitigated by cooling all hardware seen by
the detector down to cryogenic temperatures. For an instrument cooled using liquid nitrogen it is simpler and
therefore more common to cool all the hardware down to 77 K[101]. DMD-based multi-object spectrometers
(MOSs) are no exception and this includes cooling the digital micromirror device (DMD) itself. Ideally
DMDs would be functional under those conditions, but they are not designed to. Therefore, the operability
of DMDs under cryogenic temperatures needs to be verified. To this purpose, series of tests were conducted
on 0.7′′ eXtended Graphic Array (XGA) DMDs. All low temperature experiments were performed at the
Department of Physics and Astronomy of Johns Hopkins University in Baltimore, MD.
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6.1 Test set-up and procedure
In order to assess the operability of a Texas Instruments Incorporated 0.7′′ XGA DMDs in cryogenic temper-
atures the device was placed in a vacuum chamber (Figure 6.1) and cooled from room temperature to 78 K
using a Sunpower Cryotel GT closed-cycle cooler [102] mounted to the lid of the chamber in close proximity
to the DMD. Temperature of the DMD was controlled by a Lakeshore temperature controller model 321 [103]
(Figure 6.1); the temperature was monitored using a temperature diode (Lakeshore model DT-670) mounted
on the metal frame of the DMD package. At the temperature of 78 K a life-cycle test was performed, during
which the device was exercised at the rate of 100 Hz for 200,000 flips, which is the expected number of flips
the DMD is expected to experience during a 10-year mission.
The DMD under test was monitored using an imaging setup (Figure 6.2) consisting of a light source and
a camera (Basler acA2040-90 [104]). The light source illuminated the DMD at 24 degrees and the camera
collected the reflected light at 0 degrees (on the optical axis) forming an image of the micromirror plane on
the sensor. When a pattern was sent to a DMD, an image of the DMD displaying this pattern was acquired
by the camera. This image of the pattern was then compared to the pattern itself using an image processing
algorithm written specifically for this experiment. The algorithm was looking for inconsistencies between
the pattern sent to the DMD and the pattern the DMD was displaying. If such an inconsistency was found
(for instance, a mirror should have been tilted into the on state, toward the light source, and should have
looked like a bright pixel on the image of the pattern, but instead it looked like a dark pixel in the image of
the pattern), the corresponding micromirr was flagged as malfunctioning.
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Figure 6.1: DMD is placed in front of a viewing window inside a chamber cooled by a cryogenic cooler. A
bracket with a light source and an imaging camera is installed on the window to image the surface of the
DMD and monitor the position of the micromirrors. The temperature is controlled by the Lakeshore 321
temperature control unit.
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Figure 6.2: DMD imaging setup. The device is positioned inside a cryogenic dewer facing a viewing window.
A light source is mounted at 24◦ relative to the normal to the surface of the DMD and an imaging lens with a
camera is mounted normal to the surface of the device. A micromirror rotated into the state of 12◦ towards
the light source will reflect light towards the camera and create a bright spot in the image. Similarly, a
micromirror rotated into the opposite state will appear as a dark spot. This way the actual state of each
micromirror can be detected. By cross-referencing the actual state with the desired state (the pattern sent
to the DMD) malfunctioning micromirrors can be detected.
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6.2 Results
Two devices were tested during this experiment: an original, TI-packaged DMD, and a commercially
re-windowed DMD, the BK7 window on which was replaced with UV-grade HEMTM sapphire. The re-
windowing was done by an outside vendor - L1 Standards and Technology, Inc. (L1) [105].
Lifetime test conducted on the original TI-packaged DMD was successful and revealed no failed or oth-
erwise compromised micromirrors, neither during cool-down-warm-up cycle, nor during the lifetime test.
The re-windowed device exhibited minor issues. Specifically, during cool-down from room temperature
several tens of micromirrors failed abruptly (Figures 6.3 - 6.5) at the temperature ' 160 K. The test was
continued as planned and no additional failures occured at any other point during the experiment. The device
was brought down to 78 K, the micromirrors were exercised at the rate of 100 Hz for 200,000 flips. The
initial explanation for the failed micromirrors was presence of some outside substance inside the re-windowed
package. This substance was thought to crystallize on the mechanical structure of some micromirrors and
caused the failure. This substance was thought most probably to be water vapor from air or alcohol vapor
from cleaning the window before mounting it onto the DMD. This presented an opportunity to conduct
another test to address the issue of stiction. The presence of unwanted substance in the vacuum sealed
DMD package could result in a thin layer of the substance between micromirros and their landing pads. If
micromirrors were to be held in one state for an lengthened period of time this could result in micromirros
sticking to the landing pads and failing to tilt into the opposite state. To address this concern an additional
experiment was conducted on the re-windowed device: all micromirrors were flipped into the on state and
held there for 30 minutes, then all micromirrors were flipped into the off state and help there for another
30 minutes. After this the re-windowed device was warmed back up to room temperature. No additional
failures or other changes were detected during this stiction test.
The compromised micromirrors did not fully recover after the warm-up (Figure 6.6. Additional attempts
to recover the micromirrors included thermal annealing, and cycling the micromirrors at frequency patterns
tailored to match the eigenfrequency of the micromirrors. Although the latter approach was used by TI in
earlier generations of DMDs to recover stuck micromirrors, it did not help with the failed micromirrors in this
case, which points toward the possibility of mechanical damage of the torsion hinge (Figure 2.8). Since the
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temperature at which the mirrors failed matches almost perfectly the freezing temperature of alcohol, this
failure was attributed to the residuals of alcohol from cleaning the window before re-windowing the device.
The presence of alcohol in the cleaning substances used by L1 was confirmed by formal communication [106].
The failed cluster of micromirrors did not affect the functionality of the rest of the array.
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Figure 6.3: DMD with failed micromirros at the temperature of 100 K. A number of micromirrors failed
abruptly at the temperature of 160 K and they continued to fail slowly in 4 localized spots as the temperature
lowered. This did not affect the functionality of the rest of the micromirrors.
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Figure 6.4: Cropped and magnified image of the micromirrors failed during cooling down (left) as they
appeared at 160 K and (right) at 100 K. All micromirrors are turned away from the camera, so the only
bright spots are the non-responsive ones.
Figure 6.5: Cropped and magnified image of the micromirrors failed during cooling down as they appeared
at 160 K (left) and at 100 K (right). All mirrors are tilted toward the camera, the black spots are the
non-responsive micromirrors.
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Figure 6.6: Cropped and magnified image of the failed micromirrors. All the functioning micromirrors
turned toward the camera (left) and away from the camera (right)
.
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6.3 Conclusions
Series of tests were conducted to characterize the behaviour of DMDs under cryogenic temperatures. The
motivation behind the tests was to assess the feasibility of usage of DMDs as slit masks in space-based
MOSs in the Infra Red (IR) regime, with typically requires this type of cooling. Two devices were tested -
a standard, commercially available 0.7′′ XGA DMD and the same model of a DMD but re-windowed with a
sapphire window by an external vendor - L1.
The fact that the original TI-packaged device exhibited no problems during operation at cryogenic tem-
peratures (lowest temperature the devices were tested at was 78 K) allows to conclude that in general DMDs
can operate in such environments.
Minor micromirror failures experienced by the re-windowed DMD are currently assumed to be the result
of contamination of the internal volume of the device by alcohol vapor while re-windowing. This suggests
that better re-windowing procedures are to be developed in order to fully utilize DMDs as slit masks in IR
region of the electromagnetic radiation. The quality of DMDs re-windowing process would enhance if it is
be done in a clean room environment to avoid possible contamination of the internal volume of the device
with dust or other foreign particles. Ideally upon re-windowing the inside of the DMD package would also
be purged with an inert gas before applying the vacuum seal. The seal is currently done with space-qualified
epoxy, but another improvement point is to use laser welding. A laser welding approach to re-windowing
DMDs is currently under development.
The work discussed in this chapter was published in the following article:
Anton Travinsky, Dmitry Vorobiev, Zoran Ninkov, Alan Raisanen, Manuel A. Quijada, Stephen A.
Smee, Jonathan A. Pellish, Tim Schwartz, Massimo Robberto, Sara Heap, Devin Conley, Carlos Benavides,
Nicholas Garcia, Zach Bredl, Sebastian Yllanes, "Evaluation of digital micromirror devices for use in space-
based multiobject spectrometer application," J. Astron. Telesc. Instrum. Syst. 3(3) 035003 (17 August
2017)
Chapter 7
RITMOS - RIT multi-object
spectrometer
Rochester Institute of Technology Multi-Object Spectrometer (RITMOS) [10] is a prototype terrestrial multi-
object spectrometer (MOS) that was built around 15 years prior to this work. As a part of this thesis, the
instrument was mechanically and optically refurbished, the main purpose of which was to swap the older
generation digital micromirror device (DMD) the instrument was originally built around with a newer,
optically superior version. This Chapter describes the old instrument, outlines the changes made to it, and
reports on the performance of the refurbished instrument - RITMOS II. Some if not all design, alignment,
and approaches describe here can be applied to any DMD-based optical system.
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7.1 Review of the original instrument
Most of the information in this section has been taken from the original RITMOS paper[10]. RITMOS
(Figures 7.1-7.3) is a MOS built around an older-generation DMD, which consists of an array of 848×600
17 µm squared micromirrors, and their flip angle is 10 degrees[10]. Table 7.1 summarizes of the primary
specifications of RITMOS. Initial testing of RITMOS was conducted at the C.E.K. Mees Observatory.
The Mees Boller and Chivens telescope there has a 24“ primary mirror and delivers an f/13.5 beam at its
Cassegrain focus. Mees plate scale (PS) can be calculated using the following expression:
PS =
60 · 60 · 180/π
D · f/#
=
60 · 60 · 180/π
609.6 · 13.5
= 25.064 ′′_/mm ' 25 ′′_/mm (7.1)
The best case seeing at Mees is 2 ′′_-2.5 ′′_, which would correspond to about 100 µm or ∼5 micromirrors on
this older DMD and to the field of view of 6 ′_×4.27 ′_. To achieve a broader field of view and reduce the
number of micromirrors corresponding to scene-limited minimal slit width, a focal reducer (Figure 7.4) was
used to re-image the focal plane of the telescope onto the DMD with the f-number f/7.62 (magnification of
- 0.56). This has reset the plate scale to 44.4 ′′_/mm or to 0.76 ′′_per micromirror on the DMD. The field of
view of the full DMD became 10.68 ′_×7.56 ′_. After the re-imaging, two micromirrors correspond to 1.47 ′′_,
which is an approximate match to the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the expected Point-Spread
Function (PSF), and therefore the minimum slit width of two micromirrors was assumed for the design[10].
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Table 7.1: Primary optical specifications for RITMOS
Spectroscopy
Purpose Multi-Object MK spectral classification in high precision
Central wavelength 4400 Å
Wavelength range 3900-4900 Å
Spectral resolution 0.85 Å @ 4400 Å for a three-mirror slit
Resolving power ∆λ/λ = 5176 for a three-mirror slit
Dispersion 48.6 Å/mm (0.7 Å/pixel for a detector with 13.5µm pixels)
Specific to the Mees Observatory
Optical quality atmosphere limited
Foreoptics feed the DMD with an f/7.62 beam
Plate scale 44.4 ′′_/mm = 0.755 ′′_/micromirror at the DMD
Field of view 10.7 ′′_×7.6 ′′_
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Figure 7.1: Schematic drawing of the optical layout of RITMOS, reprinted from the original paper[10]. The
light path drawn in dotted lines corresponds to the original DMD flip angle of 10 degrees. The foreoptics is
re-imaging the focal plane of the telescope onto the DMD. When all the micromirrors are tilted toward the
imaging camera (in the off position), the Offner relay re-images the surface of the DMD onto the imaging
Charge-coupled device (CCD). Then the micromirrors corresponding to the objects of interest can be tilted
into the on position - toward the spectral camera. The light coming from them is then collimated, dispersed
by the grating, and re-imaged onto the spectroscopy CCD by the re-imager lens.
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Figure 7.2: Photograph of the inside of the old instrument with light path marked in yellow. In this image
the light from the telescope is coming from “above”.
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Figure 7.3: CAD model of the optical layout of RITMOS. When all the micromirrors are tilted toward the
imaging camera (in the off state position), the Offner relay re-images the surface of the DMD onto the
imaging CCD. Then the micromirrors corresponding to the objects of interest can be tilted into the on state
position - toward the spectral camera. The light coming from them is then collimated, dispersed by the
grating, and re-imaged onto the spectroscopy CCD by the re-imager lens.
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Figure 7.4: Foreoptics of RITMOS - a focal reducer re-imaging the f/13.5 telescope focal plane onto the
DMD with an f/7.62 . The layout (top) - the focal plane of the telescope is on the left-hand side. It is being
re-imaged onto the surface of the DMD, which is on the right-hand side. Optical performance (bottom)
suggests that the PSF (bottom left) and the encircled energy (bottom right) match the two-mirror slit width.
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7.1.1 Spectral Channel
Spectral channel consists of a 3-surface reflective collimator, a transmissive diffraction grating, and a camera
lens assembly. The collimator optical data was not available so it had to be re-engineered from the mechanical
design files and by physically measuring the curvatures of the optical surfaces. A local company “Optimax”
performed the measurements. The following table summarizes the data obtained in both approaches: Using
Table 7.2: Summary the curvature data of the optical surfaces of the collimator, obtained by an interfero-
metric measurements (Measured) and from mechanical design files (CAD).
Surface Data Measured CAD
1
R [mm] 753.734 302.636
offset [mm] 22.766 8
conic 3.5877 2
2
R [mm] 190.093 174.105
offset [mm] 73.2218 71.2485
conic -1 -1.4875
3
R [mm] 475.988 454.093
offset [mm] 90.822 87.1048
conic -1.0533 -1.4953
this data a Zemax model of the collimator was created and optimized using the even aspherical surface
coefficients as variables to achieve diffraction limited performance. The layout and the spot diagram are
presented in the Figure 7.5.
The grating ruling density is 1200 l/mm and it is blazed for the wavelength of 400 nm. It was supplied
by Spectra-Physics RGL in Rochester. Linear spectral dispersion of RITMOS is
dλ
dx
= 0.66 nm per 13.5
micron pixel, which corresponds to
dλ
dx
= 0.0489 nm per micron. The focal length of the re-imaging optics
can therefore be calculated using the following expression [107]:
f2 =
cos(β)
m · ρ · dλ/dx
=
cos(14◦)
1 · 1.2× 10−4 · 0.0489
= 165.35 mm (7.2)
The first approximation of the slit-driven spectral resolution in this case can be calculated as the linear
dispersion multiplied by the projected slit width in the dispersion direction. The minimal slit size is 34 micron
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(a) (b)
Figure 7.5: a: Optical layout of the reflective collimator b: Spot diagram of the collimator (the center of
the DMD and the 4 corners), demonstrating diffraction-limited performance across the whole field.
(two 17-micron mirrors), and the magnification of the spectral channel is 0.44, which leads to minimum slit-
limited spectral resolution of:
∆λ = 0.0489 · 34 · 0.44 = 0.732 Å (7.3)
The actual spectral resolution by the FWHM definition cannot be less than 3 pixels wide because 3 pixels
at least are needed to calculate FWHM. The minimum spectral resolution of RITMOS is therefore 2.2 Å
FWHM.
7.1.2 Imaging Channel
The imaging channel consists of an Offner relay [51] with two folding mirrors and a camera - FLI Microline
with a KAF-1603 CCD. This sensor is an array of 1536×1024 9-µm squared pixels. The Offner relay re-
images the DMD with the magnification M = −1 onto the imaging sensor. As well as in the case of the
collimator, the data in the Table 7.3 were used to create a Zemax model of the Offner relay (Figure 7.6).
Both Zemax models, the one of the collimator and the one of the Offner relay were created to estimate
the optical performance of RITMOS with the newer generation of DMDs, while the main concern for the
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Table 7.3: Summary the curvature data of the optical surfaces of the Offner relay, obtained by interferometric
measurements (Measured) and from mechanical design files (CAD).
Surface Data CAD Measured
1 R [mm] 302.85 302.539
2 R [mm] 152.43 151.751
(a)
(b)
Figure 7.6: (a): Optical layout of the Offner relay (b): Spot diagram (the center of the DMD and the
4 corners). The black circle is the airy ring (10 µm in diameter, demonstrating the diffraction-limited
performance).
degradation in performance was the micromirror flip angle, which was changed from 10 to 12 degrees for the
newer DMD generation.
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7.2 Optical re-design
The main purpose of refurbishing RITMOS was to swap the outdated DMD with a newer version - the 0.7“
eXtended Graphic Array (XGA) DMD. This device has 1024×768 micromirros, the micromirror pitch is
13.68 microns, and the micromirror flip angle is 12 degrees (as opposed to 10 degrees in the older model).
7.2.1 Imaging channel
This new flip angle is two degrees more than the old one and this affected the imaging channel in two ways.
Firstly, the Offner relay was designed to operate at f/8.5[10], which already means vignetting a part of the
field of view of the f/7.72 coming from the telescope. In the original design the relay was also oriented to
optimally accept the light cone coming from the DMD at 20◦. Changing it to 24◦ without re-adjusting the
orientation of the relay would result in further vignetting of the field, sacrificing more than half of it. This
issue was addressed by re-positioning the the relay assembly to optimally accept the beam at the new angle
(Figure 7.8a).
The second way the additional 2◦ micromirror flip angle affected the optical performance of the imaging
channel is degradation of the image quality. The imaging sensor in the original instrument was positioned at
the 10◦ angle to the incoming beam as well, to preserve the angular object-image relation and to obtain the
optimal image over the whole field of view (Scheimpflug principle [67]). To compensate for the additional 2
degrees of micromirror rotation, the imaging sensor would have had to be rotated for the additional 2 degrees
as well. Unfortunately the imaging sensor in RITMOS was integrated into one of the wall of the enclosure
of the instrument and changing the angle of the sensor would have resulted in complete re-design of the
whole enclosure, which was not desirable. Instead, the additional rotation was compensated by rotating the
second folding mirror, which translated the requirement of rotation of the imaging sensor into its translation
along the wall of the enclosure without changing the sensor’s orientation. All changes applied to the imaging
channel did not reduce the theoretical optical performance of the system (Figure 7.8b).
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Figure 7.7: Light path in RITMOS with the old DMD (yellow) and with the new DMD without re-design
(red). The new DMD angle halves the throughput of the spectral channel (SC) and completely upsets the
performance in of the imaging channel (IC).
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(a)
(b)
Figure 7.8: a: Optical layout of the adjusted Offner relay b: Spot diagram (the center of the DMD and the
4 corners). The black circle is the airy ring (10 µm in diameter, demonstrating the theoretical diffraction-
limited performance). This demonstrates only the validity of this re-design approach, without accounting
neither for the original manufacturing errors in the surface figure, nor for alignment tolerances.
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7.2.2 Spectral channel
Changes in the theoretical optical performance of the collimator with the new micromirror flip angle were
also investigated. Since the collimator was designed at a slightly faster f-number (f/6.9), the vignetting from
the wider angle is not degrading the performance as drastically as in the case of the re-imager (Figure 7.9.)
Without additional changes, the vignetted field of view of the spectral camera was reduced from 10.68 ′_×
7.56 ′_to about square 7.56 ′_× 7.56 ′_, while the rest of the field is not visible. In order to compensate
for the new angle, both positions and orientations of all 4 components of the SC would have had to be re-
adjusted - the collimator, the grating, the spectral re-imager and the sensor. This would result in a complete
re-design of the enclosure and most of the optical holders of the instrument, which was undesirable due to
time and budget limitations. Therefore, the spectral arm of the instrument remained unchanged.
(a) (b)
Figure 7.9: The collimator after the angle of incidence was changed to 12 degrees. The expected vignetting
can be seen. a: Optical layout b: Spot diagram (the center of the DMD and the 4 corners), demonstrating
diffraction-limited performance across the whole field.
A study of the SC throughput was conducted by removing the grating from the beam path and re-
adjusting the camera lens to accept the light coming on-axis from the collimator. A 500-micron diameter
pinhole was placed at the object plane of RITMOS (telescope focal plane) and photo diode was used to
measure the power just after the pinhole and at the focal plane of the camera lens. This ratio is by definition
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the throughput of the SC without the grating and was found to be 7%. Introduction of the diffraction grating
further reduces the throughput.
(a)
(b)
Figure 7.10: a: Optical layout of the with 10 degrees DMD micromirror flip angle collimatorb: Irradiance
and total flux on the detector (flux of the source is 1 Watt) placed at the location of the grating. Size of the
detector and the grating are identical.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 7.11: a: Optical layout of the with 12 degrees DMD micromirror flip angle collimatorb: Irradiance
and total flux on the detector (flux of the source is 1 Watt) placed at the location of the grating. Size of
the detector and the grating are identical. The throughput is about 67% in comparison to the throughput
of the original system.
Table 7.4: Primary optical specifications for RITMOS II
Spectroscopy
Purpose Multi-Object MK spectral classification in high precision
Central wavelength 4400 Å
Wavelength range 3900-4900 Å
Spectral resolution 0.85 Å @ 4400 Å for a three-mirror slit
Resolving power ∆λ/λ = 5176 for a three-mirror slit
Dispersion 48.6 Å/mm (0.7 Å/pixel for a detector with 15 µm pixels)
Specific to the Mees Observatory
Optical quality atmosphere limited
Foreoptics feed the DMD with an f/7.62 beam
Plate scale 44.4 ′′_/mm = 0.7 ′′_/mirror
Field of view 7.5 ′′_×7.5 ′′_
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Figure 7.12: The light path in the re-designed instrument. The optomechanics of the imaging side has been
completely re-designed to accommodate the change in the angle of the DMD. The spectral side remained
unchanged.
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7.3 Example of calculation of the Signal-to-Noise ratio for an ex-
posure
The data to make this signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) calculation is concentrated in the Table 7.5. Bet Tau
spectral flux was used for this exapmle.
As evident from the Table 7.5, the estimated throughput of the imaging channel in the V band is 13.2%.
From the same Table 7.5 the estimated average throughput for the spectral channel in the bandwidth of
interest (0.39-0.49 nm) is 4.6%.
Spectral flux density for a magnitude 0 star in the B band is[108](Table 7.1):
L0 = 6.3× 10−11 Watt m−2nm−1 (7.4)
Bet Tau is a high proper-motion Star type with magnitude M = 1.52 in the B band [109] and its spectral
flux density can be calculated as:
L2.07 = 10
0.4(0−M) · L0 = 100.4(0−1.52) · 6.3× 10−11 = 1.55× 10−11 Watt m−2 nm−1 (7.5)
This spectral flux density can be transferred to the flux collected by the telescope in the V band using the
collection area of the telescope and the bandwidth of the B filter:
P2.07 = 1.55× 10−11 · 0.27 · 94 = 3.94× 10−10 Watt (7.6)
Using the Plank constant (hc = 1.98644568 × 10−25 J ·m) and the central wavelength of the B band (445




= 8.8× 108 photons/sec (7.7)
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Using the efficiency from the Table 7.5 the photon rate on the spectral camera can be estimated as:
ηSC = 0.042 · 8.8× 108 = 3.65× 107 photons/sec (7.8)
Using the camera data from the Appendix C.3 (Quantum Efficiency (QE) = 0.85, Gain - 2.05), the spectral
dispersion of 0.7 Å per pixel (0.07 nm per pixel) from Table 7.4, 94 nanometers of the B bandwidth, and
assuming 4 ′′_seeing, which corresponds to FWHM of 5 pixels on the SC camera, the average signal per pixel
can be calculated by converting the photon rate to photon rate per nanometer by dividing it by the 94




= 3.9× 105 photons/nm/sec, (7.9)
then by converting this value to photon rate per nanometer per pixel in the slit by multiplying it by the
dispersion value of the system and by dividing it by the number of pixels in the slit width (seeing):
ηSC =
3.9× 105 · 0.07
5
= 5466 photons/nm/sec/pixel, (7.10)
and finally by converting the photon rate per pixel to electrons per pixel (using the QE = 0.85) and to ADU
counts by using the Gain value (2.05):




For 1-second exposure, the noise in the SC can be calculated using the same camera data from the Appendix
C.3: 16-bit converter, 8.12 electrons RMS read noise, 1.5 electron/pixel/sec dark current, 79500 electrons
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full well, 2.05 gain:
signal, S = 4646 e–/pix/sec
texp = 1 sec
σread = 8.12 e–/pix
LSB = full well/(2bits) = 79500/65536 = 1.213 e–
σADC = LSB/
√
12 = 0.35 e–
σshot =
√
(S) = 68.16 e–
σlinearity = G · S · 0.01 + 50] = 1.02 e–
σdark =
√



















Overall, this estimation for a slitless exposure is rather optimistic because in reality the mirror coatings have
degraded and very probably do not exhibit the assumed 85% reflectance, but lower. Also the light rejected
by the SC due to the DMD-collimator angle mismatch is being scattered and is contributing to higher noise
level, which also is lowering the SNR.
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Table 7.5: Optical throughput data used in SNR calculations
Mees telescope data
primary mirror diameter 0.6096 m
primary mirror area 0.292 m2
secondary mirror diameter 0.16637 m
secondary mirror area 0.021728 m2
mirror reflectance 0.85
overall collection area 0.27 m2
telescope optical efficiency 0.852 = 0.7225
Re-imager data
number of lenses 4
transparency per lens 0.97
re-imager transparency 0.974 = 0.8885
overall optical efficiency until now 0.639
DMD data
DMD optical efficiency 0.68
overall throughput until now 0.68 · 0.639 = 0.435
Imaging channel data
mirror reflectance 0.85
number of reflections 5
vignetting factor 0.5
filter V transparency 0.7
filter B transparency 0.6
filter V central wavelength 551 nm
filter B central wavelength 445 nm
filter V bandwidth 88 nm
filter B bandwidth 94 nm
IC optical efficiency in V 0.4486 · 0.5 · 0.885 · 0.7 = 0.155
IC optical efficiency in B 0.4486 · 0.5 · 0.885 · 0.6 = 0.133
Overall optical efficiency V 6.75%
Overall optical efficiency B 5.79%
Spectral channel data
mirror reflectance 0.85




number of lenses 5
spectrometer efficiency 0.853 · 0.67 · 0.3 · 0.955 = 0.096
overall efficiency: 0.435×0.096 = 4.2%
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7.4 Software control
The software used to control the original instrument is run under the “Windows 95” operating system and
the computer running the system is heavily outdated and is was running the risk of failure. Additionally,
after updating the DMD with the newer model, the DMD control software was not more relevant and needed
to be written anew. For these reasons, new graphical user interface (GUI) (Figure 7.13) was developed. This
new program incorporated all the changes made to the instrument and the user interface. The first version
of the program was developed in Python 2.7 using PyQt4. Later a second, more user-friendly version was
developed in C++.
7.4.1 RITMOS Python GUI
This version of the software was used for all the algorithm development and testing. It was also used during
the first Mees deployment (Section 7.6.1). The work flow was designed of in the following way:
1. Launch the GUI from the terminal (bottom on the Figure 7.13 ).
2. Initiate the hardware from the main GUI (top left on the Figure 7.13).
3. Set the exposure time, slit width, and the minimum slit separation, acquire an image with the imaging
camera, and present the image in the image viewer (to right on the Figure 7.13).
4. Start picking objects of interest (stars) to put slits on (the software would prevent the operator from
placing a slit closer in the cross-dispersion direction that the minimum separation set in the previous
step). Once done - close the image viewer. A *.txt file with camera coordinates for the slit centers will
be created and saved at this step.
5. Click the “Make DMD slit pattern” button on the main GUI (top left on the Figure 7.13) and follow
the file dialog to navigate to the camera coordinate file created in the previous step. This step will
result in a DMD pattern saved as a *.bmp file and uploaded onto the DMD.
6. Acquire the spectra of the picked objects with the spectral camera (it is run using its own software).
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Figure 7.13: Python-based GUI to control RITMOS and to perform initial data processing. This image was
taken mid-way through the development process, and this is the reason not all the buttons and the labels
are populated. The main menu of the instrument is in the upper left corner - from here the hardware can
be controlled and commands like “acquire image” or “put this pattern on the DMD” can be given. Once an
image of the field is acquired, it is viewed in the “image viewer GUI” (upper right), where objects of interest
can be selected and a DMD slit pattern is generated accordingly. After the slit pattern is set on the DMD
the software supplied with the spectral camera is used to acquire the spectral data.
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7.4.2 RITMOS C++ GUI
This version of the control software was developed during the refinement and debugging period between
the first and the second on-sky deployments. This is a much more stable and user-friendly version that
incorporates the control of all hardware and image acquisition aspects of RITMOS. The work flow in this
software version is as following:
1. Launch the GUI by clicking on the corresponding icon on the desktop).
2. Acquire an image with the IC camera GUI (controls are in the top left on the Figure 7.14).
3. Identify possible objects of interest in the acquired image (Figure 7.15).
4. Set the desired slit width, slit height, and minimum separation in terms of number of slits. Then place
the slits on objects of interest (an automated feature can place slits to cover the maximum number of
objects in a single exposure, Figure 7.16)
5. Acquire an image with the IC camera. The acquired image can be viewed in the bottom of the GUI
(Figure 7.17). The spectra of the picked objects are visible.








































































































































































































































































































7.5.1 Flat field calibration
Flat-field calibration is necessary to correct for anomalies in the optical path, such as specs of dust on
the optical surfaces, for sensitivity variances between pixels in the imaging sensor, and for diffraction - or
aberration - caused illumination variations within the optical system (vignetting). To correct for these effects,
an image of uniformly illuminated field (a flat image) was acquired and stored. In a uniformly illuminated
system, any variations in the output image are products of the system itself and not of the input, and
therefore such image can be used to correct any other raw image acquired by the instrument. The correction
in RITMOS II was done using the following expression:
CI =




CI − is the corrected image
RI − is the raw image
FI − is the flat image
DI − is the dark image
m − is the mean of the (FI −DI) image
Ideally, for every exposure at every temperature a lot of dark frames would be acquired and averaged
over to create a proper dark image for flat fielding. In practice there is often not enough time to do that,
especially when working with longer exposure times (20-30 minutes). For RITMOS, the temperature of the
SC camera CCD was set to be constant and kept at -30 C during every measurement. -30 C was chosen
because it is the coldest CCD temperature achievable with the camera at room temperature. To solve the
problem of different exposure times, a set of 36 dark frames was acquired at longest expected exposure time
- 20 minutes. Then a mean dark image was created by averaging over the 36 dark frames. To subtract
the bias, a super-bias frame was created by acquiring 100 bias frames at the same temperature (-30 C)
and averaging over them. This “super-bias” frame was then subtracted from the mean dark frame and the
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resulting dark image was saved for all calibration purposes. This dark frame was scaled to any exposure
time that is shorter than the 20 minutes it was acquired with. As an example, a 1 second exposure time
dark frame was created by scaling this 20-minute dark image (Figure 7.18).
Figure 7.18: Dark image obtained by averaging over 36 20-minute long dark exposures, subtracting a super-
bias image, and scaling to 1 second (dividing by 1200). The super-bias image was obtained by acquiring 100
bias images and averaging them.
To perform the flat field correction of the spectral arm, the illumination should not only be spatially
uniform, but also have a continuous and uniform spectral profile. Since such a uniform spectral profile is
hard to generate, the common practice for dome flats is to use a black body light source because it provides
a continuous and very slow varying spectrum. Slow varying spectrum is good enough because it is accustom
to perform continuum subtraction on spectral data. Continuum subtraction is a technique when obtained
spectral data is fitted with low-order polynomial function and the fitted function is then subtracted from the
data. This eliminates the slow variations introduced by flat-fielding using a black body type light source.
An assembly was designed to mount a screen with a lambertian reflectance profile on top of the telescope
(Figure 7.19). The screen was illuminated with 3 Solux MR-16 daylight bulbs[110]. These bulbs provide
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slow-varying spectrum from a black body heated to 4700 K.
Although a black body light source is sufficient for flat field correction, the exact spectral profile of the
illumination using this falt fielding assembly was also obtained using a calibrated Ocean Optics RedTide
USB-650 spectrometer[111]. This known spectral profile was compared with the spectrum measured by
RITMOS during flat fielding and this way the exact spectral response of RITMOS was isolated.
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Figure 7.19: RITMOS on the CEK Mees Telescope with flat fielding screen and illumination on.
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7.5.2 Imaging camera - DMD calibration
In a DMD-based MOS the typical work flow is to turn all micromirrors toward the imaging arm (Figure 7.3),
acquire an image of the field, identify the objects of interest in the image, and then turn the corresponding
micromirrors toward the spectral channel (Figure 7.20). Since the object of interest being identified in terms
Figure 7.20: (left hand side) Image of synthesized star field acquired by the imaging channel. (right
hand side) focal plane re-imaged onto the DMD. DMD micromirrors are enlarged for illustration purposes.
Relationship between the IC camera and the DMD is necessary to determine what DMD mirrors correspond
to what IC camera pixels.
of the IC camera pixels, a calibration between the camera pixels and DMD micromirrors is necessary. One
straightforward way to calibrate the DMD and the IC is to tilt all DMD micromirrors toward the IC camera
one by one, record the centroids of their locations in terms of camera pixels, and create a IC-DMD pixel look-
up table (LUT). This approach, however, is be extremely time-consuming (assuming tilting and centroiding
1 micromirror per second, its slightly over 10 days for an array of 1024×768 micromirrors) and therefore not
realistically feasible.
A more practical approach to establish the IC camera - DMD relationship is to treat both the DMD
and the camera as independent coordinate systems and to find a transformation between the two coordinate
systems. Such a transformation can then be described in terms of transformation matrix[112]. There are
several different kinds of transformations that could be applicable here, but it is always useful to start
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with the most simple model and complicate it only if its accuracy does not suffice. Since the Offner relay
in the imaging arm is operating at the f/8.5 and all optical aberrations are well-controlled by the optical
design[10], imperfections in the image come from diffraction, and piston and tilt due to misalignments of
optical components. Under these conditions an affine transformation can describe the relationship between
the IC camera and the DMD coordinate systems with sub-pixel accuracy[112]. This transformation, in
this two-dimensional case, is represented by a 3×3 matrix and can be found by fitting a set of micromirror
coordinates and the corresponding set of IC camera pixel coordinates onto the general transformation model.
For higher accuracy an over-defined data set was fitted onto the model using RANSAC[113] algorithm.
Figure 7.21: (left hand side) Image of synthesized star field acquired by the imaging channel. (right hand
side) Same synthesized star field image, slits placed.
This affine transformation-based approach was tested by this algorithm:
• acquire an image of a synthesized star field
• identifying objects of interest
• detecting their centroids
• place slits on these centroid locations
• invert the slit mask
• uniformly illuminate the inverted slit mask and acquire the image
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• detect centroids of the slits
• compare the centroids of the objects of interest with the locations of the centroids of the slits
The difference between star centroids and slit centroids in several tens of trials of ' 20 objects or more
each was found to consistently less than 0.5 micromirrors. Considering the fact that 0.5 micromirrors is the
maximal theoretical accuracy for placing a 3-micromirror slit, this approach was decided to be sufficiently
accurate.
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7.5.3 Spectral calibration
The SC camera pixel space also has to be calibrated, but in a different way. In order to be able to accurately
measure the intensity in the slit as a function of wavelength (spectrum), the SC camera pixel locations
should be wavelength-calibrated. Because this calibration is slit location dependent, it cannot be done
prior to conducting spectral measurements, but it has to be post-experimental. This calibration is done by
injection of light from a lamp containing a gas having emission spectral lines through the same slit mask used
in the observation. Since those lines’ positions are well known, it becomes possible to link pixels numbers to
wavelengths.
A spectral calibration assembly with such a gas bulb has been integrated into RITMOS. It consists of a
Krypton pencil lamp, a motor, a collimating lens, an optical mirror, and light-shaping diffuser. The Krypton
lamp is fiber-fed, the light coming out of the other end of the fiber into the instrument is collimated by the lens,
folded by the mirror, and is going through a diffuser to create evenly illuminated field. The whole assembly
is mounted on a platform. The motor can move the platform into the optical path of RITMOS, in which case
the only light in the instrument will be the radiation coming from the lamp-fed fiber. The spectrum of the
lamp (Figure 7.22) is particularly useful for the spectral range of RITMOS because of Krypton’s strong and
narrow emission lines in the corresponding spectral range. To calibrate a measurement done with a certain
slit configuration (slit pattern on the DMD), the stage is moved into the beam path, the lamp is switched
on and the known spectra of the lamp is recorded with the same slit configuration of the DMD (Figures
7.23 and 7.24). Since the central wavelengths of the emission lines in the spectrum of Krypton are known
very precisely[114], the centroids of their peaks are recorded in pixel coordinates of the SC camera (Table
7.6), and a 4-th order polynomial is fitted to the wavelengths as a function of pixel number (Figure 7.25).
This fitted model is then used to determine the pixel-wavelength relationship for the rest of the slit. Once
spectral calibration has been executed, normalized intensity as a function of the wavelength can then be
plotted (Figure 7.26). The accuracy of this approach has been tested by measuring the same spectrum with
RITMOS and with a Calibrated Ocean Optics 650 spectrometer (Figure 7.26)and the difference of these two
measurements was found to be within 0.5% (Figure 7.27).
The accuracy of this approach is limited by the amount of emission lines in the spectral range of the
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spectrometer and by how well they are covering the spectral range. In the case of RITMOS there is a big gap
in the middle of the spectral range - around the range of 500-540 nm (Figure 7.25). This can be eliminated
by using another calibration source - one with emission lines in that range, but all attempts to find such a
source during the time this work was conducted failed.
Figure 7.22: Typical line output of 6031 Krypton Lamp (taken from the online MKS instruments catalog).
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Figure 7.23: 6031 Krypton lamp emission spectrum and the raw data of the spectral camera.
Table 7.6: Spectral calibration data example. Emission peak center wavelengths[114] and pixel locations
they were detected at.









Table 7.7: Coefficients of a fitted 4th order polynomial function of peak center wavelengths of Kr calibration
lamp as a function of pixel location.
order 0 1 2 3 4
coefficient 157.58 0.296 -1.43054479677313e-4 4e-8 -4.13e-12
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Figure 7.24: 6031 Krypton lamp emission spectrum and the spectral data of the SC camera aligned on the
same image for illustration.
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Figure 7.25: Spectral calibration: data points acquired with the Krypton pencil lamp (8 points marked in
red) and the fitted 4th order polynomial function (marked in black) with 95 % confidence bounds (marked
in grey).
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Figure 7.26: Spectrum of the same black body - based broadband light source acquired by RITMOS and
by a calibrated Ocean Optics 650 spectrometer. Both are in good agreement. The plot of the difference of
the two signals is presented in Figure 7.27.
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Figure 7.27: Percentage difference of a black body light source spectral data acquired by RITMOS and by
a calibrated Ocean Optics 650 spectrometer (data on Figure 7.26).
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Spectral resolution of a spectrometer is typically expressed in FWHM. Remembering that the spectral
dispersion at RITMOS focal plane is 0.7 Å per pixel and that at least 3 pixels are needed to measure
FWHM, the spectral resolution of RITMOS has a theoretical limit FWHM of
3 pixels · 0.7 Å
/
pixel = 2.1 Å (7.14)
To assess how close the actual spectral resolution of RITMOS is to this theoretical limit, another test was
performed to assess both the accuracy of the spectral calibration, and the spectral resolution. It was done by
creating a random pattern consisting of 11 3×3 micromirror slits with the DMD and using an diode-pumped
laser pointer (“On point lasers”, SN 024651) with a peak at 532 nm as an illumination source. The same slit
pattern was then illuminated with the Krypton lamp and the previously described calibration steps (Section
7.5.3) were performed to establish the pixel-to-wavelength relationship for every slit in the pattern. The
intensity in the slit as a function of wavelength was then plotted (Figure 7.28) for every one of the 11 slits.
Flat field correction was not applied for this measurement because the main purpose here was to assess the
spectral properties of the instrument. Spectral data from every of the 11 slits was fitted with a Gaussian
function to extract the central wavelength measured by RITMOS and the FWHM. The FWHM of this laser
spectrum measured to be 3.6 Å with σ = 0.24 Å(Figure 7.28). Since the actual spectral width of a laser is
typically narrower, this is a good indicator for the actual spectral resolution of the instrument.
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Figure 7.28: (top left hand side) A green laser pointer is fed into an integration sphere that is used to create
a uniform illumination of RITMOS entrance port. (bottom left hand side) DMD slit mask. 11 slits placed
randomly across the whole DMD. (right hand side) Spectrum of 532 nm laser pointer acquired by RITMOS
using a DMD mask with multiple slits. The spectra were calibrated using the Krypton pencil lamp with the
same slit mask.
7.5.4 On-bench MOS capability demonstration
This demonstration was designed to prove the MOS capability of RITMOS along with testing the calibration
algorithms for both IC and SC. An artificial star-like mask was designed by poking holes in an aluminum
foil with a sewing needle. When installed in the object plane of RITMOS such mask creates a synthetic
star field image, very similar to the one obtained in a focal plane of a telescope RITMOS is designed to be
installed on. This mask is illuminated by a broadband light source going through an integration sphere to
create uniform light field. An image of this mask is obtained by the IC camera (Figure 7.29). This image
is used to identify objects of interest and place DMD slits on these objects. Then another IC camera image
is acquired (Figure 7.30). Now that the slits are in place the spectra of picked objects can be acquired
using the SC camera (Figure 7.31). Now without changing the mask set on the DMD the spectrum of the
calibration lamp can be acquired for spectral calibration (Figure 7.33. This spectrum is used to establish
pixel-wavelength relationship (Section 7.5.3) for the spectra in Figure 7.31.
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Figure 7.29: IC camera image of a synthesized star field.
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Figure 7.30: IC camera image of a synthesized star field with slits placed on the randomly selected objects.
Figure 7.31: Spectra of objects of interest on SC camera.
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Figure 7.32: Counts in slits from Figure 7.31 as a function of slit pixel. Slits are color coded as red, green,
blue, cyan, magenta, yellow.
Figure 7.33: Spectra of the calibration arc on the SC camera. This spectra have very well-defined narrow-
band emission lines which are used for pixel-wavelength calibration.
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Figure 7.34: Counts in each of the 6 slits illuminated by the Krypton calibration lamp from the Figure 7.33
as a function of pixel. Krypton emission lines are identifiable as strong and narrow peaks. Slits are color
coded as red, green, blue, cyan, magenta, yellow.
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Figure 7.35: Spectrum of each of the 6 slits illuminated by the Krypton calibration lamp from the Figure
7.33. Krypton emission were used to determine pixel-wavelength relationship (Section 7.5.3). Slits are color
coded as red, green, blue, cyan, magenta, yellow.
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Figure 7.36: Corrected spectrum of the objects. Because the mask was illuminated by the same light source,
the objects have the same spectrum. The spectrum of the light source measured with the “Ocean Optics 650”
calibrated spectrometer is also plotted (black line). The spectra measured by both spectrometers are nearly
identical. Normalized percentage differences between the spectrum for each slit measured by RITMOS and
the same spectrum measured by the “Ocean Optics USB 650” spectrometer are presented in the Figure 7.37.
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Figure 7.37: Percentage difference between the spectrum in each of the 6 slits (Figure 7.31) and the spectrum
measured by the calibrated spectrometer “Ocean Optics 650”. Slits are color coded as red, green, blue, cyan,
magenta, yellow. The difference is mostly below 0.5% with some outliers that do not exceed 1% THese are
due to defect in the sensor and readout electronics (Appendix .3).
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7.5.5 On-bench contrast measurement
This contrast measurement was performed on the optical table in the lab by placing a 50-micron pinhole at
the entrance port of RITMOS (at the location of the telescope focal plane) and illuminating the pinhole with
broadband light. The pinhole size was chosen based on the fact that the minimum seeing at Mees (∼ 2.5 ′′_)
would create a PSF of the telescope of about 100 µm FWHM. This is an optimistic contrast measurement
because the set-up does not permit light entrance from anywhere else but the object, this is comparable to
having only one object in the field and no sky background. The image of the pinhole was taken with the
IC camera , the centroid of the object was detected and a 3x3 micromirror slit was placed at the centroid
location (Figure 7.38).
Figure 7.38: (top left hand side) An image of a 50-µm pinhole, as seen through the IC camera of RITMOS
with the B filter. (right hand side) An image of a 50-µm pinhole with a 3x3 micromirror DMD slit placed
at centroid, as seen through the IC camera of RITMOS with the B filter.
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Figure 7.39: Counts in the 3x3 micromirror slit tilted towards the SC camera (black) and with all mirrors
turned away from the SC (dark grey) camera. Pixel order is reversed to match the direction wavelength is
growing in.
This contrast is could not be compared to the 6000:1 contrast reported in the Chapter 5. The contrast
reported in the Chapter 5 was measured using the full on - full off (FO:FO) method, while this contrast
was measured using a slit. The difference between the two methods is that the residuals of the PSF (clearly
seen on the Figure 7.38, right hand side) are still present in the background. Although they are “landing”
on the off state mirrors, their signal levels are in the same order of magnitude as the signal itself, so even
after scattering from the off state mirrors, the “unwanted” signal is still high and is reducing the contrast
significantly.
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Figure 7.40: Ratio of the counts in the slit vs counts in the same pixels of the SC camera while all DMD
micromirrors are turned toward the IC (contrast). Pixel order is reversed to match the direction wavelength
is growing in.
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7.6 On-sky measurements
This Chapter reports on 2 RITMOS II deployments at the CEK Mees observatory in Naples, NY.
7.6.1 First On-Sky deployment
RITMOS II was deployed on the CEK Mees telescope on December 14 2017 and taken off on March 8 2018.
During this time period, after set-up and initial calibration, the weather allowed for only one data collection
night on January 14 2018. Two objects were chosen for observation: Beta Per, eclipsing binary of Beta Per
type, and Beta Tau, a high proper-motion star. Both of these targets were chosen for their brightness in the
390-490 nm spectral band, and for their relative proximity to zenith at the time of year and the observing
location. The seeing conditions at Mees vary and the typical seeing is not better than 2.5 ′′_. During the
observations described here the seeing was closed to 4 ′′_, so 5 micromirror wide squared slits were used to
match the seeing conditions. The observations were conducted in the following manner:
During observation:
1. locate the target
2. point the telescope
3. expose the imaging channel and record the image
4. locate the target on the acquired image
5. place a slit at the appropriate location on the DMD
6. record the DMD pattern
7. expose the imaging channel and record the image
8. expose the spectral channel and record the image
After observation, for every spectral image acquired:
1. place the flat-field screen onto the telescope and switch the lights on
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2. upload the corresponding DMD pattern onto the DMD
3. acquire and record the spectral image
4. switch the lights off, remove the screen
5. move the calibration stage assembly into the beam path
6. turn the Krypton pencil lamp on
7. acquire and record the spectral image of the lamp
All raw data was saved in the form of either text files or fits[115] files to retain the full data range without
compression. These raw data were processed using scripts developed in Matlab specifically for this purpose.
The calibration was done according to the algorithms described in Sections 7.5.2 and 7.5.3.
The raw data acquired during this observation is presented in Figures 7.41 and 7.42. The oscillations
clearly seen in the intensity distribution along the slit are due to both objects spectral profile and instrument
sensitivity.
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Figure 7.41: Raw Beta Per SC camera data (intensity as a function of pixel in the slit). Hydrogen absorption
lines (Balmer lines) are clearly noticeable.
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Figure 7.42: Raw Beta Tau spectral data (intensity as a function of pixel in the slit).Hydrogen absorption
lines (Balmer lines) are clearly noticeable.
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Normally the first step in data reduction would be to correct for the imperfections in camera performance,
which is typically accomplished by flat-field correction. The goal of this data acquisition, however, was to
determine the spectral response of RITMOS as accurate as possible. Using illumination that does not have
a spectrally flat profile for flat field correction would have resulted in instrument response modulated by the
spectrum of the illumination. Therefore, the first step in the data calibration was to establish the pixel-
wavelength relationship. As described in Section 7.5.3, it was done by fitting a 4th order polynomial onto the
spectral data of Krypton calibration bulb acquired with the same slit mask as the actual exposure. Once pixel-
wavelength relationship for the slit has been established, intensity as a function of wavelength (spectrum)
was plotted (Figures 7.43-7.44). These data have clear Balmer lines, which can be used to calculate the red
shift of the star and compare it to the published value to assess the accuracy of the wavelength calibration.
This was done by determining the locations of the local minimas in pixel coordinates from the counts as a
function of pixels plot (Figure 7.42) and then using the same polynomial function from the previous step
to establish the wavelengths corresponding to these local minimas. The lines measured from the Figure
7.42 are: Hδ = 410.210.014 nm, Hγ = 434.220.014 nm, Hβ = 485.940.014 nm. Balmer absorption lines are
well-known: Hδ = 410.174 nm, Hγ = 434.0462 nm, Hβ = 486.12786 nm. The average red shift is therefore:
3.3881.566 × 1−−5. These values are in agreement with the measured value of the red shift of Beta Tau
(3.20.7× 1−−5)[109], which validates the Krypton lamp - based wavelength calibration on-sky.
The spectral response curve was normalized to its maximum value and then used to correct the raw
spectral data. The raw data, the normalized spectral response of the instrument, and the corrected spectral
data are presented in Figures 7.45-7.46. The spectral response curve looks very similar to the spectral
reflectance profile of a DMD (Figure 7.47). This is an important finding - the spectral response of a DMD-
based instrument is driven by the spectral response of the DMD itself.
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Figure 7.43: Normalized Beta Per spectral data, wavelength-calibrated but not flat field corrected.
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Figure 7.44: Normalized Beta Tau spectral data, wavelength-calibrated but not flat field corrected.
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Figure 7.45: Raw Beta Per spectral data (light gray), RITMOS II sensitivity curve (dark grey), and the
corrected spectrum of Beta Per with the continuum subtracted. Hydrogen absorption lines are marked for
better visibility. Y-axis represents normalized intensity and is unitless.
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Figure 7.46: Raw Beta Beta Tau spectral data (light gray), RITMOS II sensitivity curve (dark grey), and
the corrected spectrum of ELNATH with the continuum subtracted. Hydrogen absorption lines are marked
for better visibility. Y-axis represents normalized intensity and is unitless.
Figure 7.47: DMD spectral reflectance profile reported earlier[116]. (Left hand side) DMD spectral reflectance
profile. (Right hand side) DMD reflectance profile, zoomed into the relevant for RITMOS II spectral region
(390-520 nm).
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7.6.2 Second On-Sky deployment
Another set of on-sky measurements was performed in August 2018 at the CEK Mees observatory. Contrast
of both IC and SC of RITMOS was measured using Vega. A light leakage measurement was performed to
assess the amount of light that would leak from one slit into the neighboring slits. And spectra of a double
star (Albireo) was acquired for MOS demonstration purposes.
7.6.2.1 Contrast and rejection ratio measurement (Vega)
This measurement was designed to answer one question: how much light from a bright star will get into the
field of view if this star is not an object of interest and the corresponding micromirrors are tilted into the off
state relative to the collection optics. For the IC this was done using the B filter and in the FO:FO contrast
configuration, while for the SC it was done with slits of different sizes as well as slit less. This measurement
was conducted in the following manner:
1. point the telescope at Vega
2. turn all DMD mirrors toward the IC
3. acquire an image with the IC camera (Figure 7.48, left hand side).
4. turn all DMD mirrors away the IC
5. acquire an image with the IC camera (Figure 7.48, right hand side).
6. turn all DMD mirrors toward the IC
7. acquire an image with the SC camera (Figure 7.53, grey color)
8. place a 10×10 micromirror slit on the centroid of the star as seen in the IC camera
9. acquire an image with the SC camera (Figure 7.53, black color)
10. divide the latter SC camera image by the former one and plot the resulting contrast ratio (Figure 7.54)
11. repeat steps 8 through 10 for a 5x5 DMD slit (Figures 7.55 - 7.56)
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12. repeat steps 8 through 10 slitless (Figures 7.57 - 7.58).
The FO:FO contrast on the IC can be referred to as rejection ratio and is 12000:1 for RITMOS (Figure
7.48). The shape of the profile of a bright star obtained by acquiring an image of the DMD with all mirrors
tilted away from the IC (Figure 7.51) is very similar to the profile of the star in the image with all mirrors
tilted toward the IC, which is to be expected because the object-image point-to-point relationship between
the plane of the DMD mirrors and the plane of the sensor IC camera is still conserved. It is the PSF
of the system, but in the image with all micromirrors tilted away from the IC there are some additional
artifacts on the side lobes of the PSF - these are due to light diffracted around the edges of the micromirros,
which is visible in the off state because the magnitude of the light scattered from the center of the star is
now comparable. As to the magnitude of the profile, this is more convenient to express in the ratio to the
magnitude of the image of the star with all mirrors in the on state. For a bright start (close to saturation
level of the IC), this ratio is well above 10000:1 (up to 14000:1 in the center of the star).
For any specific star pattern and exposure time contrast in the SC is a function of slit size because the
amount of stray light reaching the SC detector is constant and depends only on the optical properties of
the optical system and scattering and diffraction properties of the DMD (Chapter 5). Therefore, the larger
the slit - the more “useful” light can enter the system - the higher is the contrast. The results of this SC
contrast measurement on Vega agree with the on-bench contrast measurement reported in Chapter 7.5.5.
The contrast in the 3x3 slit is about 100:1 (Figure 7.40), the measured on-sky contrast for a 5x5 slit is about
250:1 (Figure 7.56), and the on-sky 10x10 slit contrast is about 450:1 ( Figure 7.54).
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Figure 7.48: (left hand side) Vega, as seen through the IC camera of RITMOS with all DMD mirrors tiled
toward the IC. Exposure time = 0.3 seconds. (right hand side) Vega, as seen through the IC camera of
RITMOS with all DMD mirrors tiled away the IC. Exposure time = 60 seconds, the ADU counts obtained
were divided by the ratio of the exposure times (200) for comparison.
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Figure 7.49: (Contrast ratio (rejection ratio) (all DMD micromirrors in the on state vs all in the off state)
of the IC of RITMOS with Vega being the only bright star in the field.
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Figure 7.50: (Horizontal (left hand side) and vertical (right hand side) profile of the contrast ratio (rejection
ratio) in the Figure 7.49. The rejection ratio remain constant while the signal is relatively high above the
noise floor, ones the signal in the off state becomes comparable or even lower thatn the noise level, the
rejection ration drops abruptly.
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Figure 7.51: (Image of Vega acquired by the IC camera of RITMOS with all DMD mirrors tilted away -
toward the SC. The axis units are microns. This PSF is 100 micron FWHM, which corresponds to seeing of
about 4 ′′_FWHM - a typical case for the CEK Mees observatory.



















































Figure 7.52: (Vertical and horizontal cross-section of the image in Figure 7.51 - image of Vega acquired
by the IC camera of RITMOS with all DMD mirrors tilted away - toward the SC. This PSF is 100 micron
FWHM, which corresponds to seeing of about 4 ′′_FWHM - a typical case for the CEK Mees observatory.
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Figure 7.53: Counts in a 10x10 DMD slit on the SC camera.
Figure 7.54: FO:FO contrast in a 10x10 DMD slit on the SC camera.
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Figure 7.55: Counts in a 5x5 DMD slit on the SC camera.
Figure 7.56: FO:FO contrast in a 5x5 DMD slit on the SC camera.
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Figure 7.57: Counts in a slitless image of Vega on the SC camera.
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Figure 7.58: FO:FO contrast in a slitless image of Vega on the SC camera.
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7.6.2.2 Slit light leakage measurement
The amount of stray light in a spectrometer depends on the PSF of the optics (collimator-imager pair) and
distance between the slits[117] because of the existing object-image relationship between the plane of the
slit mask and the plane of the SC camera[118]. In case of RITMOS II, the theoretical spot size of the SC
imager is no larger than 12 microns FWHM across the whole field of view for a 3-micromirror (∼ 50 µm)
wide slit[10], while the pixel size of the SC in 15 microns. Therefore, the amount of leakage is driven by the
distance between two neighboring DMD slits.
This measurement was done to assess the amount of light leaking from one slit into neighboring slits in
RITMOS II SC using Vega as a target. This measurement was done in the following manner:
1. point the telescope to Vega
2. expose the imaging channel and record the image
3. locate Vega in the acquired image
4. place 3x3 slit at the center of Vega
5. record the DMD pattern
6. expose the imaging channel and record the image
7. expose the spectral channel 10 times for 5 minutes each and record the mean image
After observation, for the mean spectral image acquired:
1. place the flat-field screen onto the telescope and switch the lights on
2. upload the corresponding DMD pattern onto the DMD
3. place more slits 1,2,3, and 4 slits away from the target slit
4. acquire 10 images and record the mean image
5. switch the lights off, remove the screen
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Only one slit is placed during the exposure. This is to avoid sky background light and light leakage due
to seeing entering the neighboring slits. This was the only light detected in the neighboring slits is due to
leakage from the object slit. In general in case of a single object in the field of view, once a slit is placed on
a DMD, the energy distribution in the cross-dispersion direction of the SC camera is the slit itself convolved
with PSF of the optical system[119]. Therefore the amount of light leaking into neighboring slits is not
DMD-dependant but is dictated the optical system. In the case when more than one object is present in the
scene this still holds, but the objects with no slits are attenuated with by rejection ratio (Chapter 7.6.2).
Figure 7.59: (left hand side) Image of Vega recorded by the IC camera of RITMOS. (left hand side) Image
of Vega with the center slit on, recorded by the IC camera of RITMOS
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Figure 7.60: (left hand side) Log-scaled image of Vega recorded by the IC camera of RITMOS. (left hand
side) Log-scaled image of Vega with the center slit on, recorded by the IC camera of RITMOS
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Figure 7.61: Spectrum of Vega with DMD slit on, as recorded by the SC camera of RITMOS.
Figure 7.62: Ratio in empty slits placed 1, 2, 3, and 4 slits away from the main object slit (Vega) on SC
camera.
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Figure 7.63: Ratio in empty slits placed 1, 2, 3, and 4 slits away from the main object slit (Vega) on SC
camera, zoomed to the relevant region.
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7.6.2.3 Double-star spectral measurement (Albireo)
For the purpose of demonstrating the MOS capability of RITMOS, spectra of a double star was obtained.
Ideally there would be more than two stars in the field to demonstrate the full capacity of the instrument,
but obtaining the spectra of more than two objects was proven to be impossible due to several reasons:
1. the telescope could not track accurately enough for keeping a slit centered on an object for longer than
1 minute
2. the telescope did not have a guiding system, it had to be designed and built specifically for this
RITMOS deployment
3. The throughput of RITMOS-telescope pair allowed for acquisition of only objects of magnitude 5 or
brighter with reasonable exposure time (20-30 min) and SNR
4. A region on the sky where there are more than two objects of magnitude 5 or brighter within the field
of view of the instrument (∼7 ′′_×7 ′′_).
Albireo (Bet-Cyg A (Magnitude 3.8) and Bet Cyg B (Magnitude 5.5)) was used as a target for this
measurement because it is the brightest double star available at Mees at this time of year. This measurement
was performed through following steps:
1. point the telescope to Albireo
2. expose the imaging channel and record the image (Figure 7.64, left hand side)
3. locate the targets on the acquired image
4. place slits at the center of each target
5. record the DMD pattern
6. expose the imaging channel and record the image (Figure 7.64, left hand side)
7. expose the spectral channel 10 times for 20 minutes each and record the mean image (Figure 7.66)
After observation, for the spectral image acquired:
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1. move the calibration stage assembly into the beam path
2. turn the Krypton pencil lamp on
3. acquire 10 20-minute exposures and record the mean spectral image of the lamp
Figure 7.64: ( left hand side) IC camera image of Albireo. right hand side IC camera image of Albireo with
DMD slits set.
This experiment was done purely for demonstration of MOS capabilities of RITMOS. Even with averaging
over 10 20-minute exposures the signal on the SC channel is still so low that absorption lines are not visibly
noticable.
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Figure 7.65: ( left hand side) IC camera image of Albireo in log10 scale. right hand side IC camera image
of Albireo with DMD slits set in log10 scale.
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Figure 7.66: Image of Albireo with slits on recorded by the SC camera of RITMOS.
Figure 7.67: Raw spectrum of Albireo on the SC camera of RITMOS.
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Figure 7.68: Spectrum of Albireo on the SC camera of RITMOS, wavelength-calibrated.
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7.6.3 Thermal and flexture effects
Variations due to temperature changes and flexture effects are serious concerns for all spectrographs. RIT-
MOS was not designed with specific tolerances on flexure or thermal distortions in mind, therefore it is
especially necessary to assess the magnitudes of these effects through measurements. These measurements
were conducted and published in the original RITMOS paper[10]. Here is the summary of their findings.
Seven groups of slits were constructed: one in each corner and three in the center of the field of view of
the instrument. These slits were illuminated by the spectral calibration lamp (Chapter 7.5.3). To assess the
flexture effects the shift in the location of emission lines between exposures of seven of the brightest krypton
wavelengths for each of the seven slit groups were tracked at various telescope pointings. The telescope was
fixed at one declination (the observatoryâĂŹs latitude, 42o42 ′_) and moved from âĹŠ3h to +3h, thereby
mimicking a 6-hour track on a target. During the rotation from âĹŠ3h to +3h, the seven groups of seven
wavelength centroids shifted by an average of 4.4 ± 0.3 µm in the dispersion direction on the spectroscopy
focal plane. In the cross-dispersion direction, they shifted by an average of 1.87 ± 0.08 µm. These are not
significant shift, especially when recalling that the pixel size of the SC camera is 15 µm, but to mitigate these
effects the spectral calibration should be performed at the same pointing as the original data acquisition.
The same technique of placing 7 groups of slits and tracking the change in the location of centroids of
Krypton emission lines was used to assess thermal effects. Temperature change from 19.03 degrees Celsius
to -5.9 degrees Celsius corresponded to an average shift of 25.0 ± 0.1 µm in the dispersion direction, and
an average shift of 7.3 ± 0.3 µ m in the cross-dispersion. These shifts are much more significant than the
ones due to flexture, but in practice experiencing a change of more than several degrees Celsius during one
observing run is highly unlikely, and the thermal and flexture effects exhibit comparable magnitudes. To
mitigate the thermal shifts, similar to shifts due to flexture, spectral calibration frames should be acquired
immediately after observation, while the temperature of the instrument remains close to constant.
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7.7 Conclusions
RITMOS - a MOS built around 15 years ago around an older version of DMD with micromirror flip of 10
degrees was re-designed to accommodate newer DMDs models with the flip angle of 12 degrees. The main
challenge in adapting the instrument to the new micromirror, was the lack of design files. After successful
re-engineering of the optical components the necessary adjustments were made to the imaging channel, and
the new 0.7 XGA DMD was installed into the instrument.
A novel calibration algorithm was developed to be able to assign DMD slits based on IC camera pixel
coordinates. This affine transformation - based calibration algorithm accuracy was tested and found to be
accurate to at least half-micromirror, which is the theoretical accuracy limit for a DMD-generated 3-mirror
slit.
SC camera calibration algorithm was developed to be able to determine the pixel-wavelength relationship
in each slit. The accuracy of this spectral calibration was tested in the lab by measuring a well-known
spectrum of a laser over the whole field of view, and found to be able to allow the calibration with the
accuracy of at least 0.3 pixel or 0.23 Å. Another spectral accuracy test was performed on the sky by
measuring the z-shift of Balmer lines of a known star, and this test was accurate to 0.14 Å. The difference
is due to the fact that the on-sky test was performed close to the optical axis of the system, where the
performance is optimal, while the test in the lab was performed across the whole field of view.
A complete software package was developed to communicate with all electrical components and fully
control the instrument. All the calibration routines were also implemented and tested both in Python 2.7
and in C++.
RITMOS was deployed on the CEK Mees Telescope from December 2017 to March 2018 and twice during
the month of August 2018. Calibration algorithms, contrast, and rejection ratio were tested on-sky. The
most important outcome of these deployments is that the response of a DMD-based MOS is highly correlated
with the spectral response of the DMD itself. Contrast measurements demonstrated contrast ratios of about
100:1 for a 3×3-mirror slit, about 250:1 for a 5×5 mirror slit, and about 450:1 for a 10×10 mirror slit. These
data agree with reported contrast in DMD-based projectors. A bright star rejection ratio of 12000:1 was also
measured during this deployment. This means that an unwanted bright object in the field of view can be
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rejected by tilting the corresponding micromirrors away from the imaging system and the residual photon
counts on the detector will be 12000 times smaller that the counts corresponding to the objects images with
the micromirrors tilted toward the imaging system.
The work described in this Chapter has been published in this paper:
Anton Travinsky, Dmitry Vorobiev, Kathleen Oram, Gregory M. Nero, Zoran Ninkov,
“On-sky performance evaluation of RITMOS, a micromirror-based multi-object spectrometer,” Proc.
SPIE10702, Ground-based and Airborne Instrumentation for Astronomy VII, 107021N (6 July 2018).
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Chapter 8
Measurement of MTF in DMD-based
systems
8.1 Introduction
Modulation Transfer Function (MTF) may be the most comprehensive way of describing performance of
imaging systems[118]. Considering an arbitrary optical system creating and image of a target with intensity
varying sinusoidally with a certain spatial frequency ξ. The ratio of the difference and the sum of the





The modulation in object can be defined in the exact same way using the maximum and the minimum
object intensity at a certain frequency. The image intensity would typically be somewhat degraded due to
diffraction, aberrations, manufacturing tolerances, and alignment errors, and therefore the modulation in
the image would typically be lower than that in the object, for the same spatial frequency ξ. The ratio of
the modulation in image and the modulation in object as a function of frequency is the Modulation Transfer
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Function (MTF). It represents the transfer of the modulation from the object top the image by the imaging
system as a function of frequency. The most commonly used units for frequency in this case are lines or
line pairs per millimeter [lp/mm]. The MTF is usually normalized by its value at the zero frequency[118]








Figure 8.1 shows examples of the MTF of the same f/4 system illuminated with λ = 0.55 µm in three cases:
ideal system, same ideal diffraction-limited system with a 50% obscuration, and a typical real f/4 system.






) = 455 line pairs per mm (lp/mm) is also marked.
In an ideal, aberration-free, diffraction-limited system the MTF is the modulus of the normalized auto-
correlation function of the amplitude transfer function [119]. There are several well-known approaches
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to measure the actual MTF of a system. The sine target method utilizes sinusoidal targets of different
frequencies imaged onto a detector by the system under test. The contrast for every frequency is then
calculated, and divided by the target corresponding contrast[120]. Since there are as many measurement
points as there are frequencies of interest, this measurement can require a long time. Another approach
is to image a sharp edge onto the detector, end calculate the derivative of the detector response along
the line perpendicular to the edge imaged. This is known as a “knife-edge” test, and, since this is highly
location-dependent, quite a few images are needed for accurate results[120].
MTF can be found by acquiring an image of a random target and dividing the Fourier transform of
the cross-correlation of the target and its image by the Fourier transform of the auto-correlation function
of the target[121]. Kubota and Ohzu in 1957 demonstrated this approach[122]. If the targets spectrum is
white and covers the full bandwidth of the optical system, the full MTF of the system can be measured
this way[122]. Although this measurement was performed with a continuous detector (film), same type of
measurement can work for digital systems[123], with the only limitation being the maximum frequency ξmax
that can adequately be sampled by the sensor. According to the Nyquist criteria[119] this frequency can be





Taking the magnification of the system into account, the maximum target frequency that can be sampled
according to the Nyquist criteria is M · ηmax, where M is the magnification of the system.The relationship





On the other hand, a digital micromirror device (DMD) as a target is band-limited due to the finite size of
the micromirros. The smallest line pair (and therefore the maximum frequency) a DMD can display is two
micromirrors wide. For the 0.7“ eXtended Graphic Array (XGA) DMDs the micromirror pitch m of 13.68
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(8.6)






M · 2 ·m
2
= M ·m (8.7)
The theoretical minimum for the pixel size is the image of one micromirror. Practically the DMD micromir-
rors and the sensor pixels are never perfectly aligned, and therefore it is always desirable to have more than
pixel per micromirror in the image plane. On the other hand, DMD has finite-sized structures on the order
of one micron in size (vias and gaps between micromirrors), which should stay below the Nyquist frequency
of the system. A good rule of thumb is to keep the number of pixels per micromirror below 5. Therefore,




MTF of an imaging system can be calculated from the Power Spectral Density (PSD) of an image of
a random target (PSDim) and the Point-Spread Function (PSF) of the target (PSDt) [122], because these
obey the equation:
PSDim(f) = MTF2sys(f) · PSDt(f) (8.9)
where MTFsys is the MTF of all components in the way of the light from the target to the imaging sensor.
For incoherent illumination the measured MTFsys is the product of the MTF of the optical setup MTFopt
and the MTF of the System under test (SUT) MTFSUT. Additionally, for a zero-frequency target, the output
PSD will consist of the noise amplitude spectrum (NAS). Therefore the MTF of the SUT can be calculated
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8.2 Measurement
In the case of RITMOS, the imaging channel has unit magnification, and the camera pixel size is 9 µm,
so there are about 1.5 pixels per micromirror in the imaging plane. The measurement (Figure 8.2) is done
by displaying a pseudo-random pattern on the DMD (Figure 8.4) and calculating the PSD of the image of
the pattern (Figure 8.9). This PSD is the same as that of the target (Figure 8.6) but modulated by the
SUT and any additional component between the target and the sensor. After the subtraction of the system
noise the PSD of the image is normalized by the PSD of the target (Figure 8.6) and the PSD of the random
pattern (Figure 8.6) acquired without the SUT in the way (Eq. 8.10). This normalized PSD (Figure 8.9) is
symmetrical around the zero frequency, and either half of it - from zero toward the positive or the negative
frequencies is the MTF squared. By taking the squared root one can obtain the MTF (Figure 8.10).
To compare this measurement with the ISO 12233 MTF measurement standard[120], a measurement of
the MTF by the slanted edge method[124] was performed. A binary pattern with an edge was uploaded
onto the DMD and an image of it was acquired by the same Offner relay system (Figure 8.11). After noise
subtraction the Edge Spread Function (ESF) was calculated (Figure 8.12). The calculation was made by
dividing the image into horizontal lines, finding the edge maximum in every line, aligning the lines centered
on the edge maximum, and averaging them [124]. Once the ESF was found, the MTF can be calculated by
Fourier transforming the derivative of the ESF[120, 124] (Figure 8.14). On the Figure 8.15 the results of
both MTF measurements are plotted side by side, and both are in agreement.
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Figure 8.2: Flowchart of the measurement algorithm. The SUT is placed between the DMD and the camera
to create an image of the target onto the sensor of the camera with the desired magnification. A pseudo-
random pattern is displayed on the DMD and captured by the camera. The Fourier transform of this image
is calculated and corrected for noise by subtracting the Fourier Transform (FT) of a homogeneous image.
Then PSD of the corrected FT of the image is calculated. The MTF is the PSD of the image, normalized
by the PSDs of the system and of the target.


























imaging arm spectral arm
collimator mirror 1
Figure 8.3: Layout of Rochester Institute of Technology Multi-Object Spectrometer (RITMOS). The focal
plane of the telescope is on the plane of the DMD mirrors. This plane is being re-imaged by the Offner
relay[51] onto the imaging camera. If instead of the light coming from the telescope the DMD was illuminated
by a broadband uniform light, it could be used to create arbitrary binary patterns, which can serve as MTF
targets for the imaging arm.
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Patern on the DMD
Figure 8.4: Random pattern uploaded onto the DMD. The pattern was generated using a standard random
number generator implemented in Python. This is a white noise image
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Figure 8.5: Fourier transform of the random pattern uploaded onto the DMD. All frequencies are present
in even quantities.
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Po er spect rum  density of the patern on the DMD
Figure 8.6: PSD of the random pattern uploaded onto the DMD. Since the pattern is random, the PSD is
the same in every frequency (white).
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Figure 8.7: Image of the random pattern on the camera. It can be already noticed here, that the pattern
does not look as crisp, the imaging optics is blurring out higher frequencies.
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Figure 8.8: Fourier transform of the image of the random pattern on the camera. Notice the non-symmetrical
shape of the frequency plane, which is because the of the rectangular aperture of the DMD, which is oriented
at 45 degrees. Because of this, the f −number of the system is lower in the axis corresponding to the longer
dimension of the DMD, and therefore higher frequencies can pass.
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Power spectrum density of the image
Figure 8.9: PSD of the camera image. It can be clearly seen that it is no more white - the optical system
modulated the passage of higher frequencies.
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sm oothed with a gaussian filter
Figure 8.10: MTF calculated from the PSD of the camera image of the random pattern on the DMD.
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Figure 8.11: An image of an edge pattern on the DMD by the SUT.
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Figure 8.12: ESF calculated from the image of the edge by dividing the image into rows perpendicular to
the edge, finding the edge maximum in every row, aligning the lines centered on the edge maximum, and
averaging them.
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Line spread function (LSF)
Figure 8.13: line spread function (LSF) calculated from the ESF by differentiation.
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Figure 8.14: MTF calculated from the LSF.
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MTF with random  targets and by slanted edge
slanted edge
random target
Figure 8.15: MTF measured by the ISO 12233 slanted edge method and MTF measured by the DMD-based
random target approach. The latter exhibits higher modulation transfer for certain frequencies. This is due
to the location non-uniformity of the slanted edge approach - it is highly dependent on the location of the




For a system including a DMD measurement of the MTF can be very challenging because typically the plane
of the DMD micromirrors is in the object plane of the system. In order to use an MTF target the DMD has
to be removed and the target has to be introduced into the optical path instead. This presents unnecessary
complications for table-top optical lab systems and is completely unfeasible for space-based systems after
deployment.
Using the DMD as an MTF target can alleviate these complications for table-top systems and bring a
new way of monitoring the performance of the system for space-based systems. The DMD can serve as a
target for measuring the MTF using any of the known techniques, including the random chart method.
With this approach the MTF can be measured continuously at video rate, which is especially valuable
during the alignment phase. This approach was very heavily utilized for the alignment of the imaging arm of
RITMOS. Another application this method could be very useful for is a remote system that incorporates a
DMD (e.g. DMD-based multi-object spectrometer (MOS)). Using this approach the MTF of such a system
can be monitored remotely at arbitrary periods of time over the lifetime of the mission.
The work described in this chapter was published in the following paper: A. Travinsky and Z. Ninkov,
"Measurement of Modulation Transfer Function using Digital Micromirror Devices," in Imaging and Applied
Optics 2018 (3D, AO, AIO, COSI, DH, IS, LACSEA, LS&C, MATH, pcAOP), OSA Technical Digest (Optical
Society of America, 2018), paper IW2B.2.
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Chapter 9
Conclusions and Future work
The work summarized in this dissertation investigated the applicability of digital micromirror devices (DMDs)
for use as remotely programmable slit masks for ground-based and space-based multi-object spectrometers
(MOSs). Based on the findings reported in this thesis it is apparent that DMDs are highly suitable for space
deployment and do not expect to have vibration- or radiation-related issues.
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9.1 Conclusions
A robust approach to accelerated heavy-ion radiation testing was developed, including an imaging system
and a software for real-time and post-test performance evaluation. Heavy-ion radiation testing experiments
performed at Texas A&M University (TAMU) Cyclotron demonstrated that the level of sensitivity of DMDs
to heavy-ion radiation is negligible and will not degrade the performance of a DMD-based MOS on orbit
comparable to the second Lagrangian point (L2). The limited number of single-event upsets (SEUs) that
were experienced by the device under test were completely cleared by soft reset (sending a new pattern to the
device). No hard failures occurred during the testing, no power cycling was required. The predicted number
of tripped mirrors in 24 hours on orbit is 5.6 in 106. Considering that radiation testing by protons has been
completed prior to this work and radiation testing by heavy ions has been conducted as a part of this thesis,
future tasks may include conducting a gamma-particle radiation testing of DMDs and unifying all testing
results in one model for radiation effects in DMDs. This model could be used to develop mission-specific
predicted lifetimes and upset rates for space-deployed DMD-based instruments.
Vibration and mechanical shock testing was performed at National Aeronautics and Space Administration
(NASA) Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC) according to General Environmental Verification Standard
(GEVS) to assess the ability of DMDs to withstand mechanical loads typically associated with space launch.
Neither upset nor failed micromirrors were observed during or after this vibration and mechanical shock
testing.
Measurements of spectral contrast ratio were performed to investigate the change in optical properties of
DMD introduced by Texas Instruments Incorporated with the new generation of devices. The full on - full off
(FO:FO) contrast measured with a MOS-like bench-top setup was 6000:1 or higher in the visible range. The
contrast ratio measured Rochester Institute of Technology Multi-Object Spectrometer (RITMOS) was found
to be slit size dependent. It varied from 150:1 for the smallest slit size of 3×3 micromirrors to about 2000:1
for the FO:FO case. The 3 times reduction in the FO:FO ontrast ratio is due to poor optical performance
of the spectral channel (SC) in RITMOS - due 4 degree angle mismatch between the DMD and the SC
(Chapter 7.2).
Reflectance measurements were performed at NASA GSFC, including a year long bare DMD reflectance
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experiment. There was no degradation in the reflectance found over this time period. The reflectance
measurements were performed by illuminating the DMD with an f/10 beam and collecting the reflected
light with an f/5 beam, which allowed for gathering a lot of diffracted light. A future DMD reflectance
experiment may include matching the f/# of the illuminating and the collecting optics to imitate a true
MOS configuration. This would result in a more uniform spectral reflectance curve.
The performance of DMDs at cryogenic temperatures was evaluated. A standard device was brought to
the temperature of 78K and exercised for 200,000 flips. There were no errors observed during this test.
During the same test on a re-windowed device, several tens of micromirrors failed permanently. Probably
the device was contaminated with water, or other cleaning substance like alcohol during the re-windowing
procedure. Future work will concentrate on developing more sustainable re-windowing techniques. The
next most probable step is to use laser welding to mount the frame with the new window onto a DMD
instead of using space-qualified epoxy. Another important step is to introduce small chunks of absorbing
material (getter strips) inside of the re-widowed DMD. The original, manufacturer-packaged DMDs come
with internal getter strips that absorb any unintended vapor that can contaminate the micromirror function.
Replacing these getter strips with a fresh pair will also help with achieving the most reliable re-windowed
devices, especially for low temperatures.
RITMOS - a previously built ground-based MOS was re-designed to accommodate the newer generation
of DMDs, while the main issue was the micromirror flip angle, which was changed from 10 to 12 degrees in the
new DMD generation. A software package was developed to control and calibrate the instrument. RITMOS
was successfully deployed on the CEK Mees Telescope and the performance of the telescope-instrument pair
was evaluated. The spectral response curve of the instrument was extracted and found to be in a very good
agreement with DMD reflectance measurements, which suggests that any DMD-based instrument will have
a similar response curve and has to be calibrated accordingly.
A novel approach for measurement of Modulation Transfer Function (MTF) of an imaging system using
a DMD as a target was developed. This approach offers location-independent, fast, and reliable method to
measure an MTF of any optical system at video rates. It is especially valuable for alignment of DMD-based
system because in these systems it can be deployed without introducing additional hardware into the optical
path, and without alternating the system whatsoever. This approach also offers the possibility to monitor
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the performance of any remote DMD-based optical system, like a space-based multi-object spectrometer in
real time.
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9.2 Future work
Radiation sensitivity of DMDs was tested using protons and heavy ions. To have a complete picture of DMD
behavior under radiation it would be very useful to conduct radiation testing of DMDs using gamma rays.
Having these data would allow for building a complete DMD behavior model under radiation and accurately
predict in-orbit upset rates.
For RITMOS future work can include improving the design to reduce the amount of stray light and
further enhance signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) in the spectral channel. Re-designing the whole SC to match the
DMD tilt angle would be the ultimate solution to optimize the performance of RITMOS. Silver coating might
be a better option for the optical mirrors than the current non-protective aluminum one, depending on the
desired wavelength range. Also the current diffraction grating is very inefficient, with its peak throughput at
about 30%. A Volume Phase holographic (VPH) grating could be a much better option - with the efficiency
over 90%.
Another enhancement for RITMOS that could be drastically reduce the amount of stray light in the SC
of RITMOS and therefore improve the contrast ratio is using two DMDs [125]. One DMD would serve as
initial slit mask while the other one can be a “slit conditioner” by rejecting the unwanted light diffracted by
the first DMD.
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.1 Appendix A - Calculation of a Variance of a long data set
Having a large data set can be inconvenient, especially if these are images and cannot be loaded into the
computer memory at once. One can calculate the variance uploading chunks of the data one after the other
and saving only the variance and the mean of these chunks. If given a data set of N elements, mean value
σ2N , and the variance σ
2
N can be calculated in the following manner:




























































For dividing the data set N into K chunks of the length nk each, so that
∑K
k=1 nk = N , the mean and the
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.2 Appendix B - RITMOS hardware parts suppliers summary
.2.1 Spectral camera cooling
The connectors used in the chiller and the camera are for 3/8′′ PLCD2200612 and the tubes are 3/8 inner
diameter. The last order of 2 50 feet units was from Swagelok.
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.3 Appendix C - Spectral Instruments camera test report
Spectral Instruments Inc.            
 
420  North  Bonita Avenue  
Tucson, AZ   85745 U.S.A.  
Phone:  520 884 8821 
FAX:    520 884 8803 












Camera Type 804 
Camera Serial Number 800-174            
CCD Type Fairchild 486 BI  Grade 1 
CCD Serial Number DB7252W8 
Digitization Precision 16 Bit 
Number of Ports 2 
Window Type 3/16"x4"Dia ML BBAR Coated Fused Silica w/ 6.4W heater ring 
Shutter Type Vincent 90mm s/n 2004 
Computer Interface Type Fiber 
Interface Cable Length 30M 
Power Supply Type Rackmount Linear Supply, set to 120VAC 
Power Supply Cable Length 25’ 
Cooler Type Polyscience s/n G35305 
Coolant Hose Length 25’ 
DSP Code Name 4343.bin 
SET File Name 800-174.SET 
STR File Name 4343.str 
 
 
Overall System Performance 
 
Item Specification Measured Result 
   
Maximum Dark Current <=1.5 e-/p/s@  -30 oC .7257  e-/p/s@   -35 oC 
 Full Well Capacity minimum 75ke- 79.5 ke- 











Camera Test Report 
 
 
Channel A Performance  
 
Parameter Read Rate Condition Specification Measured Result 
Gain and noise  
 

















          100kHz 
 
 
           50kHz 
    




DSI  ATTN  BINNING 
     
364    0     1X1  
 
364    0          2x2 
                   
364    0          4x4 
 
                 
764     0        1X1  
 
764     2        1X1   
  
764     3        1X1  
 
   
reverse serial clocking 
 
 
                       
 
 Gain e-/ADU     Noise (e-) 
 




















  <6e- 
 
 




Gain (e-/ADU)  Noise (e-) 
 
 2.05                  8.12 
            
 2.04                  9.75    
                   
 2.01                  14.20 
 
   
 0.98                 6.61 
 
 1.95                7.87 
 
 3.83                11.18 
 
   
   
 
 
                            3.69 
 
 
                            3.74 
Serial CTE N.A. 500e- to 80%FW >0.99999 500 to60K e- >.999995 
Parallel CTE N.A. 500e- to 80%FW >0.99999 500 to 60K e- >.99999 
Linearity N.A. 0 to 80%FW <1% + 50e-  Passed (see graph) 
 
 
Channel B Performance  
 
Parameter Read Rate Condition Specification Measured Result 
Gain and noise  
 


























DSI  ATTN  BINNING 
     
364      0        1X1  
 
364      0         2x2 
                   
364      0         4x4 
 
                 
764    0       1X1  
  
764     2       1X1   
  
764     3       1X1  
 
   
 
 
reverse serial clocking 
                       
 Gain e-/ADU     Noise (e-) 
 

























Gain (e-/ADU)  Noise (e-) 
 
 2.00                  8.31 
            
 1.97                  9.62 
                   
 1.98                 14.10 
 
   
 0.94                 6.67 
 
 1.87                7.82 
 
 3.68                10.95 
 
   




                          3.79 
 
 
                          3.88 
 
Serial CTE N.A. 500e- to 80%FW >0.99999 500 to 60K e- >.999995 
Parallel CTE N.A. 500e- to 80%FW >0.99999 500 to 60K e- >.99999 













Column Defects & Traps 
 
Column Row Defect Type 
   
   
995 1911 trap 
1095 3656 trap 
96  bright column 
18  bright column 
4112  bright column 
 1st  ≈25 non-photosensitive 
   
   
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  





Requirement Test Method Measured Result 
                  
             




Parallel phasing parameter controls parallel clocking mode.  0 = non-MPP 
clocking, 1 = MPP clocking.  All tests performed using MPP clocking. 
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.4 Appendix D - FLi camera service report


